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,Named By Realtors

Guy Spann,
Loretta' Jobs
Receive Honors

POETRY-IN-THE-SCHOOLS — Kentucky Poet
John Egan is the poet-in-residence in the Murray
City Schools at this time. Egan is working here
with a group of students frdm Carter Elementary School, in-an attempt to kindle interest in
poetry at an early age.

Staff Photos by David Kill
a.

Poet In The Schools Program Underway Here
out to work and travel throughout the
The • Murray City Schools, the
National Endbantient for the Arts, and
U.S. After graduatlittlie spent a year
in Paris studying at the Sorbonne. He
the Kentucky Arts Commission are
sponsors of a program now underway in
has recently completed a Master's
the local schools, the "Poet-in-theprogram in the writing seminars at the
Johns Hopkins University, where he
Schools."
taught creative writing.
John Eagan, 25-year old published
He has given readings and workshops
poet from Louisville, is the poet in the
in the Baltimore area, and some of his
local schools. He spent one week at
poems have appeared in "Pendulum,"
Carter Elementary, one week at
Robertson, and is now in a two-week
"A Festschrift for Elliott Coleman,"
"Nine-Ninety Five," and "Byline
stay at Murray Middle. He will then
Magazine."
spend two weeks at Murray High.
According to Margaret Franklin,
In regard to poetry, he says "I don't
think that poetry can ever be defined in,
instructional supervisor of the Murray
ultimate terms, but I know "016
City Schools, the school system hopes to
start helping students, especially at the
sources exist everywhere an
t it is
younger levels, to appreciate poetry
and to develop more interest in poetry.
Other programs are available
through the , state arts commission,
including artist-in-the-schools,
sculptor-in-the-schools, and others.
,Mrs. Franklin said that poetry was
chosen because "we felt we'd like mope'
enrichment in the languag5,-arts
Social security checks, which are
program."
normally delivered on the third of the
Egan is working withazcore group month, will be delivered Friday,
lobrth grades at 'October 1, since the third is a Sunday,
from the third and,
Carter and RoberWn, made up of the according to a local social security
most interested-and gifted students he spokesman.
has encoun ed so far. He works with
The Friday check delivery is a new
ichment programs for these policy, the spokesman said. Social
further
atude s in an attempt to develop in- security checks will be delivered on a
-,in poetry at a young level.
Friday whenever the third falls on a
Egan did his undergraduate work in Saturday or Sunday. The same
Humanities at the Johns Hopkins schedule will apply to beneeciaries who
University in Baltimore, taking A year have their social security checks
deposited directly in a bank or other
financial institution.
Formerly, checks were delivered on
Saturday when the normal delivery
date fell on Sunday, but many people
had to wait until Monday to cash the
Local merchants have been
checks. The new policy will eliminate
warned to be on the lookout for a
that inconvenience, the spokesman
wave of forged checks that apsaid.
parently has reached the Murray
The delivery of SSI clieclts will not be
area.
affected by the new policy.
Murray City Police have reported
Social security pays monthly
that an allegedly forged check has
retirement, disability, and survivors
been cashed at a local business on
benefits to eligible workers and their
the Bank of Clinton County in
families. The supplemental security
Albany, Ky. The check is drawn on
income progRam makes monthly
an apparently fictitious account in
payments to feople with little or no
the name of Jeannie Breckford.
income and limited resources who are
The bogus documents are on blank
.The
65 and over or blind or disabled!
counter chex, and are usually made
telephone number for the Paducah
out with an automatic clieck printer.
social security office is 443-7506. The
,The individual passing the checks
telephone number for the Mayfield
has identification cards in the name
office is 247-8095.
of Jeannie Breckford.
The check cashed here was for
TODAY'S INDEX
$150. Other checks have been cashed
One Section Today
in
and
the
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of
in other areas
2,3
Tennessee.
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2
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Clearing and Cool

continually being manifested and
created in all places all of the time. It
doesn't stay put in any one place for too
long, and it doesn't allow boundaires to
be drawn around its shape or its sense,
and I like it because of that spirit. Doan
leap or be sad or very grand OF.Siiiil or
nothing at all, and I think poetry can do
all of those things becairte it has never
claimed or wanted<allything more for
itself than t...quality of becoming, or
betng absointely human. And that helps
keep honest.
e more thing on poetry: it has a
great deal to do with touch and a great
deal to do with breath, and something
that gets passed, from one hand to
another, from one voice to another. The
habit of people creating and giving
their own stories — their poems — to
one another, is an old one and one that
makes me happy."

IT'S YOUR DUTY TO

rt-in-the0jeet in
i o;
isela,tphieloP
setvo
Icgramlev
On aisstrate
teachirtg children to write and enjoy
poarry. The purpose of the program is
to have a publishing poet work in a
school as a poet-in-residence to help
students develop their creativity,
imagination, and appreciation of poetry
and to expand their language skills.
Now in its fifth yearin Kentucky, the
program also gives teachers a chance
to see and participate in different ways
of presenting poetry in the classroom.
Under the specifications of the
sponsoring grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, a poet spends
three days each week in the classroom,
with four classes a day. The remaining
two clys of the week he is free to work
on his own poetry. The Arts Commission and the National Endowment
provide 70 per cent of the poet's salary
and travel expenses. The local school
system matches that with $600.

Guy Spann and Loretta Jobs have
been selected as "Realtor of the Year'
,
and "Associate Realtor of the Year"
respectively by the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
Spann is currently serving as
president of the local Realtor board and
has had wide experience in the field of
.civic and public service.
His agency. lOcated at 901 Sycamore
St., handles all types of real estate and
has a large staff of professinnal
Realtors, all trained and ready to offer
assistance with any type of real estate
problem.
Mrs Jobs was also, selected
•'Associate Realtor of thefYear" in 4
and 1975. In 1974 she was selected as
'Associate Realtor of the Year':for the
state of Kentucky. Since !kw has
already received the state alward, she
will be ineligible to c'mpete on a
statewide basis this yeat".
She has served at,khe statewide level
and at the state convention in Mexico in
1976 on the :/eotrunittee to select
Associate Realtor of the Year for
KentuckyX
Mrs4obs has served the local board
as 4crEtary and treasurer and is
pt'sently serving as secretary of the
board of directors. She will begin
serving a three-year term as a director
in January of 1977. She was recently
elected secretary-treasurer of RICOM
I realtors investment corporation).
She will complete her second elected
term on the board of directors this year
for the Kentucky Association of
Realtors. She is a member of the
Women's C,ouncti of Realtors of the
national association and is employed at
Wilson Real Estate in Murray.
-•
She is a graduate of Murray State,
and has also received her G.R.I.
(Graduate of Realtors' Institute)
designation.
She is a member of the First United
Methodist Church and serves on its
administrative board. She is an officer
of the Quota Club, a member of the
Chamber of Commerce, advisor of
WOW's Tau Phi Lambda sorority and
field representative for Woodmen of the
World.
She and her husband, Sid, have two
sons, Andy,age 10 and Ricky,age 7.
Realtor of the Year Spann is a native
of Murray and resides with his wife,
Larue, and their children, Bob and
Julie, at 1604 Sycamore. Mrs. Spann is
co-owner of the Town and Country
dress shop. Bob is a student at Peabody

GL Y SPANN
Realtor Of The Year

LORETTA JOBS
Associate Realtor of the Year
University and Julie is a senior at
Murray High. All are members of the
University Church of Christ.
Prior to entering the real estate
business, Spann was a barber for 19
years. He is president of RICOM and is
a member of the Murray Lions Club,
the Oaks Country Club, Masonic Lodge
No. 105, F&AM, and a member of the
Murray Shrine Club.
The Murray-Calloway County.Board
of ftealtors is one of the more active
boards in the state of Kentucky with a
memberstlip of over 60 licensed real
estate salespersons and brokers.

House Votes To Override Ford
Veto Of Labor, HEW Fund Bill

Only
4
Days Remain
...For local citizens to register
to vote in the Nov. 2 General Election. Persons who have not
registered to vote shdidd do so by
(V: 4, 1976 in the office of County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
voted today to override President
Ford's veto 'of a $56.6 billion appropriation bill for the departments of
Labor and Health, Education and
Welfare.
The vote was 312 to 93, 42 more than
thetwo-thirds needed 1.e override.
It left the final decision to the Senate,
which was expected to act promptly.

Ford had said the bill was
inflationary, calling for $4 billion more
spending than he had recommended for
the departments.
Supporters of the appropriation said
Ford's budget made no provision for
rising costs and would have forced cuts
in progams for children, the disadvantaged and the elderly
The House then moved toward

..m••••
,

Adult Classes
In Third Week
The Adult Basic Education classes of
Multay and Calloway County are in
their third week of instruction, according to Willie F. Jackson, directoeof
pupil personnel for the Murray City
Schools.
The classes are held in room 107 of
the Vocational School from 6:30 to 9:30
Tu,esday and Thursday nights and
at the Douglas Community Center from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. on Thursday night.
Any adult 16 years of age or older who
is not attending school and without a
high school diploma or GED certificate
is encouraged to enroll. There i,s no
maximum age limit as rn.qny people of
middle age or senior citizens have
benefited from adult education.
If you know of anyone who might
benefit from this program, please have
them contact -us or come to visit the
program on Tuesday or Thursaay
night. said Jackson. If there are further
questions, please contact Jackson, 7534363, or talk with anyone who has been
enrolled or who is now currently
enrolled in the program, officials said.

consideration of a revenue sharing
measure that could be the key to
determine whether Congress meets its
weekend deadline for adjournment.
Ford said Wednesday he will sign or
veto two different jobs bills only after
Congress acts on the revenue sharing
measure,for which he has pushed hard.
The two jobs bills awaiting
presidential action are a $3.7-billion
measure for public works construction
and legislation extending 260,000 public
service jobs in state and local governments thiough the coming fiscal year.
Because these bills will be killed by a
pocket veto Congress adjourns and
Ford doesn't act 10 days after tw
received them, supporters of the
measures want Ford to sign or veto
them. If Ford vetoes them, Congress
then could attempt an override before
adjourning this weekend.
Ft:1rd said Wednesday he will make
decisions Orr the two bills if Congress
approves the reventie-sharing bill that
comes before the House today. That
measure would provide $25.5 billion in
federal revenue-snaring funds to cities,
states and counties through 1980.
House Majority Leader Thomas P
O'Neill said Wednesday that Congress
will stay in session beyond Friday if
that is necessary to prevent a pocket
veto.
The veto of the HEW-Labor bill Was
Ford's 59th in his 49 months in office. Of
the 59, Congress has overridden 11.
An override attempt failed Wednesday when the Senate sustained
Ford's veto of a bill authorizing $100
million fer research to develop
automobiles that would pollute less and
burn less fuel.

if

THREE INJURED—Three persons were iniured in a two-car accident south
of Murray Wednesday afternoon. Calloway County Sheriffs reports said
cars driven by Richard I. Denauh, Elgin, III., and Sara A. Hutson, Route Two,
Htrel, collided on Highway 641 South at one p.m. Wednesday. Deputies
repo-MId the Denault car was going north on 641, making a left turn, and
the Hutson car was going south when the accident occurred. Denault,
Karen Denault, and Mrs. Hutson were injured in the accident. Mrs. Hutson
was listed in satisfactory condition today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The Denault couple was treated and released at the local
Staff Photo by Gene hicCiarlieom
hospital.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1976
Look in the section in which pointment? Be as stalwart as
your birthday comes and find your capable self is able and
what your outlook is, according you will bring in happy returns,
help to counteract opposition.
to the stars
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Avoid tendency to overdo
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Avoid discouragement. things. Stars promise adProgress need !lot be swift as vancement if you're resourceful
. long as it is substantial in and accurate, but you MUST
7:; koundalion. Past thoroughness haves definite plan. Don't rush
,lied-ereditable endeavor WILL Into undertakings unprepared.
CAPRICORN
pay off — and soon.
)
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi6i
TAURUS
Continue work on worthwhile
( Apr. 21 to May 21
Double-check plans. Work out projects even if you are tembusiness deals, all agreements porarily bored. Don't go off on
deliberation, tangents just to relieve tedium
with sound
ascertaining facts beforehand. and DO retain confidence in
your goals and your abWty to
GEMINI
4
f.- attain them.
May 22 to June 21) 11
Some things you thought AQUARIUS
"impossible" begin to work out (Jan. 21 to Feb, 19)
Your outlook similar to that of
now, can be pushed by your
know-how and ingenuity. Take Capricorn. Even if things slow
'The proverbial bull by the horns down a bit, keep going!
Prospects brightening in
. — and ACT!
several areas.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 413(c) PISCES
Caution should be day's (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A day for watching-and-,
keynote. Don't create unnecessary problems through waiting, yet it calls for action
impulsiveness, and don't take sufficent enough to keep you
reckless chances.
from getting bogged down with
doubts or indecisiveness.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412{g Routine matters will fare best.
You will 'now be in competition with top-flight persons
YOU BORN TODAY are
and their aetivities. You can highly progressive, volatile of
hold your own; advance some. personality, always ready for
action, and will work hard for
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 4P%. the attainment of your very
Stellar influences somewhat lofty goals. You have a greater
mixed, but generally on the gift for leadership than most
favorable side. You may get Librans and, if a man, may
unexpected_help in a personal choose the military as a career.
problem through a business However, there are many other
fields in which your talents
associate.
could lead to top-flight success.
LIBRA
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) - -1-)
-'""
In buaineas, you would make an
Your artistic touch will be excellent salesnan, promoter
needed for the "bare spots." - or managing executive; in the
And do be practical about professions, medicine and the
fundamentals, domestic con- law would be excellent fields
cerns, children's affairs. Don't and, artistically, you could
shine as a writer, musician,
harbor prejudices.
SCORPIO
11./7
. designer or actor. Birthdate of:
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "v rig— Vladimir Horowitz, renowned
A few flies in the ointment? pianist; Julie Andrews, singer,
Perhaps a setback or disap- actress.

)600
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Roller Skatitzg
of Murray
Hwy 641,N
Regular Sessions 7 30 - 10 Mon thru Sot avid Sunday 2 to 4
Beginners Session Sot. 10-12d 2:4
Forties by Appebleseet

[ 7:15,9:10+2:30Sat.,Sun. I
EVERYONE'S GREAT ADVENTURE OF ALL TIME!

Walt Ilisttev's

PETERer
)
.
PAN
, ,I1N1,1 1 1 ?
%gm AMIN 11••••••• Cat .110.101

Thru Wed.
I 7:20, 9:20

2:30Sat.,Sun. I

NEXT STOP,
CREENWICII
.11 VILLACE
7:25,8:55-4- 2:30Sun

I "LUNACY.. in the
satirical vein of
Woody Allen's
SLEEPfR
MCI

coEv y
cansE ,fr.

,M111.1.111.111F
II TVA. JONE S

tr

ilflUIRRAY

Open 6:45—Start 7:15
Thru Sat.

1st Run Murray
.444.

1

-4.

Thursday,September 30
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m.:o three p.m.for
Senior Citizens with bingo at
10:30 a.m.,sack lunch at noon,
and table games at one p.m.

Star-Studded

Lesson on ceramics for
senior citizens will be at St.
John's Episcopal Church
Center from one to 3:30 p.m.

/(11,66
.1

Calloway County Chapter of
NOW will meet at the United
Campus Ministry at seven
p.m.

Murray Civic Music
Association will present
Michael Lorimer, classical
guitarist, in its first concert of
the

season

at

IACK NICHOLSON
CANDICE BERGEN
ARTHUR GARFUNKEL
ANN MARGRET

'WERT MITCHUM
CHARLOTTE RAMPING
JOHN IRELAND • SYLVIA MILES#

"CARNAL
IONLEDGE
TECHNICOLOR Elarn,

,160.,

TRIP

FREE FoR,,TWO
LAS VEGA

•

Lovett

Auditorium, MSU.

Friday,October 1
An International Tea will be
held at the Baptist Student
Union Center at six p. m.

You Win All This:
*4 Days & 3 Nights at a Fabulous Hotel
*Round trip air fare
*Deluxe room accommodations
*One dinner show * Two Cocktails
*One Breakfast
PLUS
,* $250.00 Spending money
*s 100.00 Ladies wardrobe

Saturday, October 2
Benefit supper and gospel
singing will be held by the
Dexter Homemakers Club at
the Dexter Community
Center. Serving of supper will
start at 6:30 p.m. and singing
will be at seven p.m.
Saturday, October 2
Old fashioned square dance
will be held at the WOW Hall
with Euel Bray as caller at
7:30 p.m.

You must be 18 to enter No purchase required, Winner Notified

Nationally Advertised

Famous Name
Wives Auxiliary of Rescue
'Squad will have a bake sale in
front of Behr's in Central
—Shopping Center from ten
*m.to five p.m.
Saturday,October 2
Benefit Show for three
needy families will be held at
the South Marshall School
Gym at seven p.m., sponsored
by Blue Grass CB Club of
Murray, Golden Rod CB Club
of Hardin, and Lakeland CB
Club of Benton.

WINDOWS HELP COPE
A study released by the
Commerce Department's
National Bureau of Standahls
discipses that "windows make
It easier to accept almost any
type of environment."

JUMPSUITS

PANTSUITS
99

Reg. 19.99 to 25.99

9

Reg. 52.00

1

99

1

5

Colcultas
Pcrlyttst•rs
Short sleeves, long sleeves
4 sleeveless New Fell
Colors Save at Behr's

Our Better three piece
pont sults of 100%
polyester Now Foil styles
colors.

*
*
*

Sunday,October 3
Gospel singing will be held
at the Blood River Baptist
Church from two to fouri. ).m.

September 25, 1976
lulls 100
rsery 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rene' L. Dowdy and
Baby Boy, 824 So. 7th, St.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Brenda C.
Wilson and Baby Boy,Sedalia,
Mrs. Namomi B. Rogers, 1719
Holiday Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Kay Wallace, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Barbara
Sanders, 609 Russell St.,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dulcie Mae
Darnell, 1202 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle L.
Thorton, 902 Story Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Warren, Rt. No. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Mary B. Thomas, 1508
Henry, Murray, Mrs. Dorthy
M. Manning, Rt. 2, Box 173,
Hazel, Mrs. Jo A. Elam, Rt. 2,
Box 148, Puryear, Tn., James
K. Reed, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Christine L. Southland, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Helen T.
Williams, 706 Elm St.,
Murray, Ky., Larry Dale
Nirnrno, Rt-8, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon L. Gibson, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Kathryne
McKeel, 310 So. 10th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Jackie M.
Jackson, 1201 College
Murray, Euel
Dexter, Mrs. Nellie M. Rhea,
Rt. 1, Box 101, Murray, Mrs.
Dollie B. Russell, 705 S. 16th,
St., Murray, Mrs. Lula Dunn,
846 Hurt Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Zella W. McNutt, 526 So. 7th,
St., Murray, Marine Harmon,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Chester H.
Walker, 910 N. 18th., Murray,
Homer G. Lovett, 753 Riley
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Sanova B.
Dodd, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca W. Churchill, 1507
Cardinal Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Sarah M. Moore, 907 Story
Ave., Murray, Edward Guy
Lovina, Rt.6,Box 83, Murray.

1

To

Friday,October 1
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon a: noon at
:he social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.

Hospital Report

•
•

rr,

Thursday,September 30
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will celebrate its 40th anniversary at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30p.m.

4

Famous Maker Nationally Advertised

Fall Coordinate

SPOR TSWEAte
Nationally Famous

JACKET
DRESSES
Reg. 29.99 to 31.99

399

lout'

Famous

COAT SALE

cvAola

4999

'Reg. 79.99 to 85.99

*Jacket
. , Reg. 34.99

100% easy care polyester
New Eon styles ond colors

5:99
Sale ,...99
Sale 5:99
Sole 5.99
Sole

*Sweater-Totps Reg. 24.99

*Pants Refi. 23.99'
*Skirts Reg. 15.99

Lobel Brand

#

Your Choice. of five styles
in fashion colors. Jr
misses sires Coot shown is
o plush wool blend with
hood ond belt.

New Fall Styles and Fabrics

New

Nylon
& Brushed

Printed

CAFTANS 8
FLOATS
6Reg.
9917.99

Central Shopping Center
Murray,fKy.
Open Nights Till 9
-Sunday 1 to 6

to /9.99
St Cberge•benkAseericersObloster Ow,

SLEEP WEAR
Long & Short ocrns & Robes

299 to599
Reg. 5.97 to

14.99

,P2411Tri-totvoki7wVcit prrii (1)1 volpocirvn20•Fr-A Frmiwnw 170i71Wriirpirtiq•wercrpno
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Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Holds Fall Rush Party

Mrs. Rubye Pool Is
Program Speaker

Give Cheat Sneak
Ole Last Chance
By Abigail Van Buren
C 11176 by Clucasa rnbure. N V howl SIM Inc

DEAR ABBY: I'm 25, have three kids and am married to
a man who has always cheated on me.
He tried to make it wititi my best friend forlaheut a year,
and when I found out I was so embarrassed rebuld hardly
look at her.
After that, he went to the house of another one of my
friends, and he started hitting on her when she turned him
down.
Another time I went to my sister's for the weekend, and
when Lrame home I found a pair of strange earrings on the
nightstand beside our bed. He swore he let a friend of his
use our bed.
But the last straw was when he thought I was asleep and
tried to sneak a girl upstails in our house at 2 in the morning! Abby, can you believe it—with me and the kids in the
house?
He says he loves me, our sex life, is fantastic, and he
makes a good living. But 'don't want a husband who is always running around. I've ordered him out of the house,
but he refuses to go. What do you advise?
HAD IT

Crime prevention and
"Woman's Responsibility
tion of female ofrehabilita
topic
the
was
.
To All Women"
of the program, presented by fenders are also B&PW
Mrs. Rubye Pool at the concerns, the speaker pointed
meeting of Murray Business out.
"Older persons in this
and Professional Women's
great
Club held September 16 at the society constitute a
Murray Woman's Club House. national resource, which has
The speaker discussed the largely been unrecognized,
needs and problems of the undervalued and unused,"
following groups of women: stated Mrs. Pool, quoting
business Maggie Kuhn. A program of
homemakers,
and the telephone reassurance and
prisoners,
women,
efforts to encourage 'en' acaging.
curate image of the elderly by
homeAmerican
"The
maker's economic value publicizing their achievehas been largely ignored," ments could be undertaken by
said the speaker. The B&PW clubs.
Members of the program
homemaker qualifies for
were: Rubye Pool,
committee
only
benefits
Social Security
as a dependent. Her role must Christine Graham, Betty
be re-evaluated, and the Jackson and Lucille Thurman.
President Linda Carter
importance of her services
guest, Mrs.
and economic value should be introduced
Margaret Cavitt, a member of
emphasized. Is
Mrs. Pool stressed die need the purchasing department at
for programs to help business Murray State University.
The club voted into memwomen achieve their potential
Russell,
Ann
bership
of
s
challenge
the
and meet
mobility. bookkeeper and teller at
job
upward
Individuals should become People's Bank, and Rebekah
the
of
head
involved in policy-making, Blaine,
recreation
management and politics to therapeutic
bring about equality between program at Murray State
University.
men and women.

DEAR HAD: First offer him a chance to straighten out
and be a partner in a decent and faithful marriage. Hite refuses,kick him out and see a lawyer.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 26-year-old male in love with a 20year-old girl. No problem, right? Wrong!
She's blind and has been dating a young college man who
is also blind.
So far, I have been just a friend to her, but the more I see
of her, the more I want her. although I haven't let her know
in so many words. I think she could care for me, but I would
feel guilty competing with a sightless man.
I'm confused. I want to do so much for this girl, but I
don't want to hurt her boyfriend.
I spoke with a friend of mine who is also a psychologist,
and she said she thought this girl and her blind boyfriend
had more in common than she and I had, and I should leave
her to him.
My heart tells me to try to win her. I need some outside
advice.
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: I disagree with your friend. An is
fair in love and war. II you care for her and think she cares
for you, pursue her, as you would a girl who Can see, and let
HER make the choke.
-- DEAR ABBY: I have been' going with Allen for over a
year, and we're to the point now where marriage is almost a
certainty. I'm 22 and Allen is 25, and I know this is the real
thing, but something bothers me. I've never met his
parents, and they live less than an hour's drive from here.
I really don't know what to think. Allen has met my
parents, and they think a lot of him. I'm ashamed to tell my
friends and relatives that I haven't even met my future inlaws. I honestly don't know what to make-of this. I'd appreciate your opinion.
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: Allen is either ashamed of you or
ashamed of his parents. Either way, it's time you met. Insist on a meeting in the very near future, and don't take no
for an answer.
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose •long, self-addressed, stamped
(240 envelope.
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he green door'
Dixieland Center

Chestnut Street

This is the fourth
Week that the GREEN
DOOR has been
open and I'm overwhelmed with your
response, Thank You!
You Brides-to-be
are invited to select
your linens and accessories for the bed
and bath.
New sheets &
towels by Vera have
arrived, so come on
by...browse on Friday
til 8 p.m.

Bobs Hopper

Bridal Shower Held In Honor Of
Patsy Burkeerz, Bride-elect
The Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church was the
scene of the bridal shower
held in honor of Miss Patsy Jo
Burkeen, October bride-elect
of Grant Black, on Thursday,
• September 23, at 7:30 p.m.
Mesdames Kenneth Mohler,
.Randy Shelton, Alvin Usrey,
Howell Thurman, Jackie
turkeen, C. W. Outland,
- Bobby Joe Lee, and Raymond
,
Workman were hostesses for
the prenuptial event.
The honoree wore a black
and white pant ensemble and
writ presented a white
glarnellia corsage by the
hostesses. She opened her
many gifts at the table centered with an arrangement of
white daisies. She was
assisted in opening the gifts by
her cousins, Misses Tina and
Rene Thompson.
Games were directed by

Mrs. Usrey with Mrs. Larry
McKinney being the recipient
of the prizes who presented
thee to the honoree. Each
person wrote her favorite
recipe ter the bride.
Refreshments of individual
cakes, punch, nuts, and mints
were served at the table
overlaid with an ecru lace
cloth and centered with a
lovely floral arrangement in a
crystal container with prisms.
White wedding bells and white
crepe paper streamers were
suspended above the refreshmentand gift table.
Guests signed the bride's
book at the table centered with
a white bud vase filled with
fresh flowers and a special
bridal centerpiece. Miss
Ftenee Thompson kept the
register. About ninety persons
were present or sent gifts.

Mrs. Gertha Jones,
president of Unit I of the
Association,
KSALPN
Murray, attended a
district and unit president
and executive board
meeting held at Louisville
September 11. Mrs.
Virginia Austin, Board
Directoi of District 17 Unit
1, fronsi- Fulton also attended Mrs. Eida Harting,
is retiring from
RN,
ti7ntucky Licensure
the wt
Baird of Nursing, was
guest of honor at the luncheon at the Galt House
there, and was presented
with a beautiful vase by
the KSALPN Association.

DOWDY BOY
Wesley Shane is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Dowdy of Mayfield for
their baby boy born on
Wednesday, September 22, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparenci are Mr. and
Mrs. Howard rilowdy and Mrs.
Gerry Donaldson, all of
Mayfield.

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Rowena Emerson, Brenda
of Beta Sigma Phi held its Estes, Joyce Gibson, Mary
annual fall Rush Party on Graves, Debbie Grogan,
Thursday, September 16, St Linda Hodge, Vicki Holton,
Sue Ann Hutson, Shirley
the Ellis Community Center.
Guests were greeted by Martin, Jeannie Morgan,
members and vose ushered to Joyce Thomas, Pam Thortables covered with pat- nton, Barbara Williams, and
chwork tablecIoths with green Glenda Wilson.
plants as centerpieces. A
salad .dinner was served by
the social committee for the
The
guests and members.
Reader's Digest
For entertainment, Dubs $30,000
A special sweepstakes. Just tor stow
Bridge was played. Special
Supershoppers' $10,000 top prize. Full details
rushee guests were Bernice
Sweepstakes. on store copies of the October Reader's
Crawford, Lois Ruiz, and
Digest—and on entry blanks available
Wynn.
Renee'
in stores. No purchase necessary. Entry
Al,] members and guests
is free. Its fun. And one of the winners
were invited to attend the
could be you!
model meeting which will be
held October 7 at 7:00 p.m., at
the Ellis Community Center.
Members attending were:
ha Brown, Carolyn Caldwell,
Peggy Carraway, Barbara
Chilcutt, Rheanita Coleman,

-Enterfree!
october
Reader's Digest

emmrs

West Fork WMU
Holds Meeting
The WMU of the West Fork
Baptist Church met Monday,
September 20, at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Cozy
Garland.
Mrs. Larue Sledd presented
the program on the Week of
Prayer for State Missions.
Others present were Mrs.
Anna Jean Usrey, Mrs. Cora
Byrns, Mrs. Gladys Gunton,
Mrs. Martha Butterworth,
Mrs. Ann Nance, Mrs. Genata
Higgins, and Mrs. Joan
Turner.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Garland.

GUESTS HERE
J. B. Ross and son, Jim,and
daughter, Mrs. Karl Runyan,
Mr. Runyan, and sons, Jeff
Runyan, Kevin, Kelly, and
Kerry Rhodes, of St. Louis,
Mo., were the recent guests of
their brother and uncle, Ray
Ross and Mrs. Ross, for their
fiftieth wedding anniversary
occasion. They also visited
their nieces and cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. James H. McKinney,
Kenneth Mohler,
The Truman Lamb family Martha Jo, and Ruthie, Mr. and Mrs.
McKinney.
Teresa
Miss
and
reunion was held Saturday, Murray,and Mrs. Lamb.
of
home
the
at
11,
r
Septembe
Mrs. Truman Lamb near New
Concord.
Twelve of.,4aer thirteen
children were Present along
with thirteen grandchildren
and her mother, Mrs. Dudley
Hilas of St. Joseph, Mo., and a
nephew, Russel Blake of
Springfield, Term.
Children and families
present were Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Lamb and children,
Jonathan and Jewel, St.
Cloud, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.- Nathan Lamb and children,
Timothy, Paul, Luke, and
Mark, Springfield, Term., Mr.._
and Mrs. Michael Lamb and
children, Teresa, Deborah,
and Joseph, New Concord, Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Lamb and
children, Kevin and Virginia,
Mountain Grove, Mo., Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Sheffield and
children, Aaron and James,
Crossville, Tenn., and David
Amos, Thomas, and Rachel,
New Concord, Mary Jo,

Lamb Family Reunion Is Held At
Home Of Mrs. Truman Lamb

glIMEITS

Pants&
Pizzazzl).
0'
Breeze through country and city -e
days in a becoming pantsuit from
Bnght's. .. your leader is fine
fashions for women of all ages!
The season's newest and most wanted
styles are available for your
inspection and selection. Select
from two, three and four-piece suits
in a style that's sure to please.
Junior, missy and half-sizes priced
at 31.00 to 103.00

Initiation Is
Held By FHA
Al Calloway
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its first meeting in the school
library on Tuesday, September 21.
Formal initiation for fortyeight new members was
conducted at the meeting with
Miss Vickie Carraway,
president, presiding.
Following early morning
meeting fifteen members, one
advisor, Miss Lucy Forrest,
and four chapter mothers,
Mesdames Ralph Carraway,
Max
Murdock,
Alfred
Smotherrnan, and Aubrey
Eldridge, attended the
regional workshop meeting
held It 11turray State
University.
Bangs help
What do you do for a low
forehead? Try bangs. If they
hit the top of your eyebrows
they'll give the illusion of a
higher forehead

Your Lucky "Penny
Weekenders
by

77

Life Stride necks ittzp,
slims it down and gives
it the softest leather,
ever... for a fashionright flexible shoe!
see the complete line of
Life Stride shoes at Bright's!

Gossard- •
Artemis

$26.

(Fiesta . sleepwedr collectibles
ter fast getaways. Beautiful styling
emphasizes the natural together- .
. fog of tricot and schiMi embroidety. In sparkling colas: Teakwood.
Shift 5070,P-S-M-L
Sii. Pojpma 6070,P-S-M-L
$16. Coat 7070,P-S-M-L,
$IT Scuff 070,S-M-1-4., $5.

Camel leather

life Stride.
SitiCic$
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Yard Sale Pickup Gives
Picture of Murray in 1938

Bible Thought
Nevertheless, I tell you the
truth; it is expedient for you
that I go away: for if I go not
away, the Comforter will not
come unto you:.but if I depart, I
will send him unto you. John
16:7.
When Jesus etieft this world,
Heteased to be "local" in arder
that He might be universal.

State Congressmen Gear:Up
e
11 or Fall Election Battles
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)— Kentucky
congressmen are gearing up for their
fall election battles. Each of the state's
seven U.S. representatives seeks
another two-year term, and none is
unopposed.
But It appears the liveliest battles
lietween now'and November will involve Reps. Williarn.H. Natcher in the
2nd district and RornaM
Mazzoli in
.
the 3rd.
Natcher, 66, of Bowling Greeri, has
been in the House since 1953 and is
seeking his 13th term. He is chairman
of a House Appropriations Subcommittee that deals with federal
spending for the District of Columbia
and his other committee posts include a
seat on the House Agriculture Committee.
He is expected to face his toughest
challenge in years from Republican
state Sen. Walter A. Baker, 39, a
Glasgow attorney who has served as
ahairman of the Kentucky Senate
Minority taiicus.
Baker has contended that the 2nd
district, which takes in Owensboro,
Bowling Green and Elizabethtown,
needs someone younger. than Natcher
to represent it.
The most volatile issue this fall is in

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Son. Welter "Dee" Ifieddlesten (0)
3227 Dineen Redding
Weshiegtoo, D. C. 20510
U.S. See. Weeilal H. Ford (0)
.
4121 Nelsen kWh"
Illeshiugta, O. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. CarroN Hubbard, In (D)

433 Casa, House Office Broildisp
Wesbiliptee, D. C. 20515

6

All U S SenatOrs and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Copitol
operator will connect you with the of
ficial of your choice

State Level
lichen( Ihisodreger(0)
.
State Capitol lead*
Frefektort, By. 40601, .
or
Rade 7, Mayfickl, By. 42066
State Rep. Kennet% C. Ica (0)
Slate Capitol Ileilikeig
Freektert, By. 40601
Or
.101 S. lid St., Werra, Ky. 42071

Styr.

Rep. Lloyd C Capp(0)
Ste. Capitol Building
Freritifee, By. 40601
or
P.O. lei IS, Wimp, By. 420111

the 3rd district, where Mazzoli, a
Louisville DeeMiat who has been in
the House six years, is in for a battle
over court-ordered busing for school
desegregation.
His opponent is Republican Denzil J.
Ramsey Jr., 50, principal of Jesse
Stuart High School in Louisville, who
contends Mazzolfhas not done enough
to oppose busing. American Party
candidate William P. Chambers also
will be on the ballot.
In other races, favorites are more
clear cut. In the heavily Democratic 1st
district in western' Kentucky, for
example, incumbent Democrat Carroll
Hubbard is opposed by Sturgis
businessman Bob Bersky, a relatively
unknown Republic.
In the 4th district, which stretches
along the Okiio River -northeast of
Louisville, incumbent Republican Gene
Snyder is seeking his seventh House
term.
He is oppesed by Democrat Edward

Funny,
Funny World
Education
A popular art workshop for children
in Kansas City uses enough yarn and
colored ribbon in a year td link the
Empire State Building to the
Washington Monument.(Come to think
of it, that's the only crackpot bicentennial idea that nobody's come up
with!)
A carpet manufacturer was telling
his guests how he brought up one son to
be a doctor and the other a lawyer.
"You must be very proud," he was told.
"Not really, in fact, it might break up
the family," the father said, shaking his
, head sadly. "A roll of carpeting fell on
me the other day. My son, the doctor,
wants to cure me, but my son the
lawyer wants me to act crippled, so he
can sue the insurance company."
An old hillswoman in Southern
Indiana put a bike together for her 7year-old grandson. "How'd you do it
Grandma?" "From the instruction
book," she replied. "But you can't
read," her grandson pointed out. "I
know," she replied, "when you can't
read, you just gotta think."
A.school teacher went to the head of
his institution with the complaint that
his seniority rights had been violated
and a younger man had won the
position to which he felt &Oiled. He
demanded of the principal an explanation of why his twenty years'
experience had been ignored.
"My friend," said the head of the
school, "you really haven't had twenty
years' experience. You only had one
year's experience twenty times.

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger d
Tilnes is
published every afternoon ercept Sun
days July 4 Christmas Day. New Year s

by carriers 52 25 peg month payable in
advonc• By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton Nordin, Moyfiect Sedalia

Doy

and

and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc . 103 N 4th St Murray
. 42071
•
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J. Winterberg, a Covington attorney
• who opposes school busing, supports
the Equal Rights Amendment and
would favor giving legal right's to unborn children.
Six term incumbent Tim Lee Carter,
a Tompkinsville Republican who was
first elected to Congress in 1964, is
heavily favored in the 5th district race.
He is opposed by Republican Charles
C. Smith of Williamsburg, a Cumberland
mathematics
College
professor, and by Dr. Albert G. J.
Cullum of Middlesboro on the American
Party ticket. The district is heavily
Republican.,
In the 6th district, incumbent
Democrat John B. Breckinridge, 62, of
Lexington, seeks his third House term
after a decisive primary victory. He is
challenged by Anthony A. McCord of
Lexington, an American Party candidate. There is no Republican candidate.
Democrat Carl -Perkins, 63, of Hindman—the dean of Kentucky's
congressional delegation, having been
in the House since 1949—is the heavy
favorite in the 7th district, which-cov,ers
j,
much of far eastern Kentucky.
He faces Granville Thomas of London, a perennial candidate who had no
opposition for the Republican
nomination. Thomas has run for public •
office many times and has never been
elected.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott
Not long ago, James E. (Jim)
Hughes, who is one of the custodians of
our building, Sparks Hall, out at
Murray State, went to one of these
household auction sales like we have on
just about every corner around here
these days.
One of the things he bid on and came
away with was a box of odds and ends,
among which were several old copies of
The Ledger & Times. The one he shared
with me was dated March 2, 1939.
That's a little more than 38 years ago.
Mrs. Zelma Carter's uncle, Captain
Thomas Fauntleroy, chief editorial
writer for The Commercial Appeal at
Memphis and a member of its staff for
28 years, had just died....Goebel
Robinson has just broken out of the
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county jail... and Sheriff Ira Fox had
reported that tax collections to date hod
hit $104,972.60 with about $15,000 yet to
cor
ne in.
Washington, the House of
Representatives had reversed itself
and approved $17,206,000 more in appropriations to continue work on the
'controversial" Gilbertsville 'Dam.
Rep. Everett Dirksen (R., Ill.),
speaking in opposition to the appropriation, had warned that unless the program was halted "until we can have
another look at TVA," it would commit
the government to "an auxiliary
program that will run. up to
$392,000,000."
++++++++
But it was the grocery ads that really
got my attention, The Murray Food
Market, for example, would deliver to
your kitchen and was offering: Pure
Cane Sugar, 10 pounds, at 47 cents; a 2,
pound box of crackers for 12 cents;
sliced country ham at 40 cents a pound;
and yellow ripe bananas at 15 cents a
dozen.
Serann's Grocery was advertising: a
gallon on onion sets at 28 cents; 50
pounds of pure lard at $4.20; pink
grapefruit, two for 5 cents; 100 pounds
of laying mash at 81.90; 24 pounds of
flour at 50 cents; and two packages of
Heinz Rice Flakes for 25 cents.
Over at Shroat Bros. meat market,
where folks found "the highest prices
paid in cash for chickens, eggs, hides,
scrap- iron and - rags," you could haye
bought liver at 10 cents a pound; brains
at 10 cents a pound; rib roast at 11 cents'
a pound; pork sausage at 15 cents a
pound; hamburger at 15 cents a pound;
and two pounds of Armour's Star bacon
for 65 cents a pound.
++++++++
I guess you could call those the "good
old days," but then you think about
what your paycheck was in those days.
It wasn't but a couple of years later
than that that I went to work with The
Mayfield Messenger, six days a w:.ek
from 7 in the morning until 5 in the
afternoon,for $15 a week.
That was my gross pay. When they
took the Social Security out, which most
of us knew less about than we do today,
is well as another deduction or two, I
think I took home a little more than $12
a week.
Were those the "good old days" or
weren't they? I have trouble convincing
myself that they were.
++++++++
While walking across the campus the
other day en route to lunch with Rex
Thompson, Bill Read, James Overbey
and Wilson Gantt, the conversation
somehow got around to wills and inThis prompted Wilson to tell about an
old fellow he once heard about who let it
be no secret that he never carried any
life insurance. He would explain why by t
saying, "When I go, I want 'em to be
sad all around."
+++++:1-++
•
Margaret Simmons, the women's
track cetaqi at Murray State, has a
clever sign on her office door. It saya,
'Ti,the Season to Be Running!

Glasgow Daily Times
Compliments Hubbard

Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
An ancient black lab ambled um
certainly over the hot pavement of%
filling station apron under the blazing
Georgia sun, stopping as a Calloway
County Humane Society member
reached out to pat his neck. The dog's
eyes, clouded with the milky glaze of
old age, showed that as soon as he could
get close enough to his grave to roll in,
his troubles would be over. But the
traveling humane society member
noticed 11
/
2"to 2," claws, the product of
the rheumatic animal's inactivity,
aggravating the "normal" discomforts
of aging. With the creature's every
step, the claws pushed back into the
foot causing pressure and pain thatIteli;
dog should have to suffer. Had tile
owner only trimmed these claws, the
dog could have lived out his few
remaining days in relative comfort.
Old dogs are not the only ,animals
afflicted with the problem of discomfort
from untrimmed claws. It can happen
to fairly inactive apartment dogs Who
seldom walk on an abrasive surfabe.
Also a hunting dog can develop similr
problems when he is run hard on hand
ground after being kept inactive on a
soft Surface for a long period of time.
All dog owners should examine their
animals occasionally to see if their
claws need clipping.
I
Trimming can be done by a

Today In History
By The Associated Press
• 1.
Today is Thursday,September 30, the
214th day of 1976. There are 92 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, the first atomicpowered vessel, the submarine
Nautilus, was commissioned by the
U.S. Navy.
On this date:
In 1787, the sailing ship Columbia left
Boston on the first voyage around the
world by an American ship.
a
In 1882, the first hydroelectric power
station in the United States was opened
at Appleton, Wis.
In 1938, at a meeting in Munich,
leaders from Germany, Britain and
France agreed to Nazi Germany's
annexation of Czechoslovakia's
Sudetenland.
In 1446, an international military
tribunal in Nuernberg,Germany,found
22 top German Nazi leaders guilty of
war crimes, and eleven were sentenced
to death.
In 1970, President Richard Nixon
became the first American President to
visit Cbrnmunist Yugoslavia.
In 1971, the United States and the
Soviet
on signed pacts designed to
avoid inidental nuclear war.
Ten years ago: Nazi war criminals
Baldur Von Schirach and Albert Speer
were released from West Berlin's
Spandau prison, leaving only Rudolf
Hess behind.
Five years ago: Hurricane Ginger hit
the North Carolina coast with winds of
90 miles per hour.
One year ago: President Ford
dedicated the FBI's new $126 million
headquarters in Washington, the J.
Edgar Hoover Building.
Today's birthdays: Writer Truman
Capote is 52. Actress Deborah Kerr is
•
Tho ht for today: Riches are not an
end of life, but an instrument of life. —
Henry Ward Beecher, American
clergyman, 1813-1887.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, George Washington
complained bitterly about some of his
troops in a candid letter to his nephew
at Mount lie'rnon. The general said
many officers. re not worth the bread
they ate.

veterinarian or by the dog's owner
himself. Since the transparent "quick"
can be cut and start bleeding if claws
are cut.14043 close to the paw, care must
be taken not to cut too close. Although
trimming should not be unpleasant for
dog or owner, the dog will shy away
from the clippers if he has been caused
pain by careless use of them.
For many dogs, claw trimming may
never be needed. In some circumstances, trimming is not strictly
necessary but is teen as desirable
because of concern for the upkeep of the
dog owner's wood floor or carpet or
because of the annoyance of long claws
clicking on a hard floor as the animal
moves. If further guidance in the
matter of claw clipping is desired, a dog
owner may consult one of the dog care
books available at the library or call his
veterinarian or dog groomer for advice.

10 Years Ago
Kiwanis District Governor A. Joe
Asher of Benton spoke at Ladies Night
held by the Murray Kiwanis Club at the
Murray Woman's ClutrEouse. Special
music was by Mrs. Glenn Doran,
soloist, with Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
as accompanist.
Named as superlatives of 'the 1967
class at Murray High School were
Theresa ftesig, David McKee, Jeannie
Diuguid, Tommie Colson, Shere
Bogard, Jimmy Buchanan, Kay
Pinkley, Dickie Hodge, Melanie Boyd,
Dan Miller, Jane Belote, Gary Wilkins,
Mitzi Cook, Tony Rayburn, Kaye Hale,
and Johnny Lovins.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Ocensleit Rose, age 80, and Ovie C.
Story,tee 67.
The Home Builders 4ssociation was
organized last night" at Southside
Restaurant with Clyde Johnson, Jackie
Burkeen, and Bill Dodson as officers.
Directors are Leon Cathey, Rob
Gingles, Jerry Roberts, Gene Steely,
and Guy Spann.
Miss Jane Cooper and Thomas
Gaines, III were married September 10
at theiSouth Pleasant Grove Methodist
Chura.

20 Years Ago
John L. Whiteside, age 47, Fort
Campbell. formerly of Murray, was
killeg last night when he was struck by
an ambulance as he was walking along
the highway,
Local students who are members of
the Murray State College A Cappelli'
Choir include Judy Bray, Shirley Joyce
Chiles, Sam Crass, Lynn Davidson, ;
Jean Dick,Tom Diener, Perry Dockins,
Don8Guthrie, Bill Mann, Jackie
Mcigilmey, Pat Owen, Joe Tarry, and
Pat Tuley.
The Murray High School Tigers won
overfulton 34 to 0 in a football game
'last night at Fulton.
Mis. Mildred Bell was installed as wosihy matron and Buel Stalls as
worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter
No. 33 Order of the Eastern Star at the
•
meeting held September 25.
Mrs. Solon Shackelford supervised the workshop for "Refinishing Old Or
Antisque Type Picture Frames" at the
meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

Isn't It The Truth
If 'the future good of our society
depends on the education and training
of the people today, then let us hope that
at least a few barber colleges somehow
survive the harrowing times so that the
art of haircutting will not be forgotten
against the day when long hair will once
again be a woman's prerogative and a
man's dismay.

WASHINGTON, D. C. The Glasgote percent with those super-liberal, giveDaily Times has editorially com- away great northern party members,
plimented First District Congressman one has but ti look at Carroll Hubbard.
Carroll Hubbard upon his recently His voting record looks like a chip off
having been rated the most con- the old southern block."
servative member of the Kentucky
Democratic delegation in the 94th
Congress.
The editorial, which appears in tiles
Sept. 14th issue of that daily newspaper,
4
includes the following:
"While the trend for Democratic
politicians is to more and more federal
give-away programs, less and less
)11i
responsiveness to the. people, heavier
By F.J L. Blasingame. MD.--•
controls on personal and business
Falling asleep at the wheel
resist sleep, and this variation
activities,- and a coddling of criminals
while driving an automobile is a
usually persists throughout life. long one.
and welfare cheats, Carroll .1-rubbard
esfrequent cause of accidents.
Those
who drop off to sleep ery— Take rest periods aboutwalk
has taken an opposite position more in
and
Get
out
100
miles.
Drowsiness or sleep accounts for
readily need to.be particularly
around -- its good for your cirline with the straight thinking of the
about 12.5 per cent of car., cautious while driving.
mass of Kentuckians. His votes on key
wrecks and many of these ale
Others, a more limited num- culation. Change drivers at rest
preventable if reasonable care is, ber have varying degrees of periods if more than one driver
issues in the Congress have earned him
exercised,
narcolepsy. • which is charac- is available.
the ranking of the most conservative
— If you take medicines, be
Driving
a
car
can
have
a
sedaterized
by an uncontrollable
member of kentucky's Democratic
sure they don't produce drowsitive effect, particularly on long
desire
to
sleep.
Victinik
of
narcongressional delegation in the 94th
trips an stiperhighways. Danger
colepsy may fall asleep in a mo- ness. Avoid alcohol_
— Limit your night driving.
Congress.
of sleep is worse at night,
ment under conditions in which
"We can't help but say that some of
especially if the hour is late and
other people would remain It's better to start early than to
drive late if you must-make the
fatigue is present.
our other fine Democrats should take a
awake
miles. Keep the mirrors on
Medications may increase the
long look at Carroll Hubbard's voting
Narcoleptics may go to sleep bright to let the car lights stimulchances of dropping off to sleep.
record in comparison to their own if
These include antihistamines, while talking or working, even ate your nervous system_
they want to get a handle on what their
momentarily when standing or
— Eat often. Food helps to
sedatives, cough syrups and
eating. For them,driving a car is fight fatigue.
constituency really thinks. We truly
others Physicians must warn
hazardous They should not do so
— If your car is air-aindibelieve Hubbard is correct when he
patients of the danger of drowsiunder any conditions except boned, make it chilly during the
ness, and people should be
says he 'simply votes the thinking of the
cautious in their use of those approved by their pkvsi- summer
great majority of people in Kentucky.'
— if others are with you, keep
medicines bought over-the- cians. Pep pills or similar
"We salute the good judgment and
medication in proper dosage the conversation lively. If you:re
counter.
may bring relief so that a nar- alone, play the radio.
independence that Hubbard has
Alcohol deserves special mencoleptic is a safe driver.
— Make it a habit to read all
demonstrated and commend his
tion since it Ls a common cause
Suggestions to avoid drowsi- the road signs mileage. etc_
moderately conservative approach.
of drowsiness, slowed reactions
and an attitude of indifference, new or sleep while driving in- These are part of the design built
"If anyone wonders what ever
clude:
Into the highway for your safety.
even if the drinker is not drunk
happened to those good old Southern
— Get adequate rest before
— Pull off the used promptly
sense.
legal
in
a
Democrats who wouldn't swing 100
starting a drive. especially a and rest if you feel sleepy.
People vary in their ability to

Let's Stay Well

Sleepy Drivers Are DangerNous
icir. Mr. PG. wants to know if a
swine flu shot cotIld possibly give
him the disease.
A: The swine flu vaccine LS
-made from killed virus, which
cannot give you the nu. You may
have some local soreness for a
few days at the site of injection,
and you may run a mild fever If
you are allergic to eggs, you
should tell your physician prior
to talung the shot and follow his
advice.
Q. Ms NA_ asks which medical specialty currently is attracting most women4pedical school
graduates in the United States.
A. According to a survey
made recently by the Association of American Medical Colleges, the largest proportion of
female residence physicians (recent graduates) is serving in
pediatrics The next three
specialtawattracting women are
psyChiatry, internal medicine
and anesthesiology. in order of
preference.

•f.
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Murray High Fullback Tony Bayless (24) rushed for 160 yards last week as the Tigers remained undefeated by winning 20-6 over Fulton City.
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Tigers Face Caldwell In Key Game t
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 8. Times Sports Editor
Do you know the value of comparing high school football
scores?
Obviously, Caldwell County coach Al Giordano does. Last
Friday, his Tigers lost 42-14 to Mayfield in a key Class AA
District clash.
. The week before, Mayfield fell 12-7 to Murray High. Friday
night in Holland Stadium, Murray High and Caldwell County
will meet in an 8 p.m. war. Don't think for a minute Murray
High is going to win by 33 points.
The game means everything to three teams. Murray
is undefeated in the District. The Tigers need to wii3,.thls one
plus two more District games to earn a post-sea/tin playoff

Maior League
Standings

bid.
'Caldwell County and Mayfield have both lost one District
game. While Mayfield hated Caldwell County last week, Cardinal fins will love Caldwell County this week if they were to
pull an upset win over Murray High.
Maybe upset isn't the right word for it. In fact, it just might
be an u
f Murray High won.
In
two previous meetings between the schools, Murray
has failed to win over Caldwell County. Giordano is
roud of that fact.
Vivo years ago when Murray High won the state crown,
Caldwell County won a 7-6 contest in Holland Stadium. Last
year, CdIdwell County mopped Murray 26-13.
'Coach Giordano isyery confident about beating us. He's

(Mt RR tY LEDGER

By The Associated Prps6
NATIONAL LEACXE
East
W
Pet. GB
x-Phila
98' 61 .616
Pins
.• - 89 70 .560 9
New
86 73 .541 12
St. J.iia 72 87 .456 26
ago
72 87 .456 26
ontreal
55 104 .346 43
West
x-Cinci
100 59 .629 --Los Ang
91 68 .572 9
• Houston
i8 82 .488 221ei
San Fran 74 86 .463 26,a
San Diego 71 88 .447 29
Atlanta
69 90 .434 31
x-clinched division title
Wednesday's Results
Montreal 7, New York 2
San Francisco 9, Atlanta 0
ChiCago 1, Pittsburgh 0
Philadelphia 6, St. Louis 5
By KEN RAPPOPORT
San Diego 6, Cincinnati 1
. AP Sports Writer
Cm Angeles 1, Houston 0
John Montefusco has had
Thursday's Games
the bragging rights on the San
No games scheduled
Francisco Giants .for the past
Friday's Games
Montreal at Chicago
two years. l'hink What he'll be
' New York at Philadelphia, like to live with now that he's
(n)
pitched a no-hitter.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, n)
,•
Atlanta at Cincinnati, in)
"This ain't going to slant me
San Francisco at Houston, up for a long
time',-Said the
)
San Diego at Los Angeles, swaggering Montafirsco after
hurling a 9-0 classic over the
(a)
Atlanta Braves Wednesday
AMERICAN LEAGUE
night. -I'm going to be talking
East
all winty now."
W • L Pet. GB
x-N.Y.
95 62 ,.605
Baltimore
88 71 .553 a icZointefusco, known as "The
t" for his exceptional
Cleveland
75 .519 1314
Boston
80 79 .503 16/poise and often cocky apDetroit
70 87 .446 25
pearance, really has a right to
Milwkee
66 42 .418 29ti brag
now. He came within one
West
ItSitch of a perfect • gam! —
Kan City
90 69 .566
Oakland
86 72 .544 31.2 iscuing a leadoff walk tcsJerry,
Minnesota
82 77 .516
California
73 85 .462 1642.
73 86 .459 17
Texas
Chicago
64 93 .408 25
x-clinched division title
Wednesday's Results
;Minnesota 9, Texas 1
:.New York 9, Boston 6
Milwaukee 6, Baltimore 3
Cleveland 3, Detroit 2
By TOM SALADINO
%
,,California 3, Chicago 0
AP Sports Writer
•,Kansas City 4, Oakland 0
ATLANTA ( AP) — "You
i;
Thursday's Games
gotta be good to throw a noA _!Detroit tGlynn 0-3) at
hitter in the big leagues. Well,
Eland (Thomas 4-31, n)
;Chicago Monroe 0-0) at Call- this proves it, I'm good,"
fènia
5-7), (n)
proclaimed John Montefusco,
Only games scheduled
the
brash San Francisco
Friday's Games
Giants' right-hander after
Baltimore at Boston, (n)
,,Cleveland at New York,(n) throwing his gem at the
,Chicago at Texas, (n)
Atlanta Braves Wednesday
'Minnesota at Kansas City, .night.
(11)
"I always dreamed about
Detroit at Milwaukee,(n)
throwing a no-hitter, but I
California at Oakland,(n)
never thought I could. I can't
believe it, I can't believe it,"
Montefusco said after the 9-0
triumph in which The Count"
came within a walk of a
perfect game.

TIMES)

PORTS

Count Montefusco Gets.
His First No-Hitter

.411

Roister in the fourth inningen
a 3-1 pitch. "
Chvacteristically, that
irkeAlke colorfulegeistt
7Can ji,ou believe that —
,that annoys me that I didn't
throw a perfect game,"
Montefusco said of only the
kcond no-hitter ever thrown
in Atlanta Stadium since the
Braves came south in 1966.
Phil Niekro of the Braves„
threw the other one on Augfist
5, 1973 in an 8-0 victory crtfer
San Diego.
Montefusco
was - the
National League's Rookie of
the Year last season with a 159 record and has posted a 16-14
record so far this season.
Montefusco, relying
primarily on fastballs and "a
• sinker I learned to throw the

Montefusco Says No-Hit
Game Proves He's Good

1 -Stop
Service
For Your

Life Health
Home Car
Farm .
Business
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

The 26-year-old native of
Long Branch, N.J., was in
command all the way as his
teammates had nothing but
routine chances before a slim
turnout of 1,369 in Atlanta's
final home contest of the
season.
The only runner to reach
base was Jerry Royster, who
watiNod on a 3-1 count leading
off the fourth inning.
"He painted a pretty solid
picture,"
said
Giants
Manager Bill Rigney of the

1975 National League Rookie
of the Year. "That's as good a
job as I've ever seen. There
were nothing but routine outs,
easy fly balls and grounders."
"It's .he greatest day of my
life," said the outspoken
Montefusco. "It's the perfect
way to end the season. Now I
can talk about it all winter."
Montefusco nearly missed
the start because of a
congested chest.
°I had to pitch because if I
didn't, ( Willie) Montanez
would have said I chickened
out," he said.
Montefusco, 16-14, said he
was "up" for the game
because of Montanez, a former teammate who was
traded to Atlanta earlier this
season. He told Montanez at
the time he would not get a hit
off him all year.
"I was only trying to stop
Willie from getting a hit. I
didn't think I'd stop the whole
team," said a smiling Mon-tefusco. "Montanez is a hot
dog like I am, only tonight I
put a little mustard on it."
"He's a pretty good hitcher
but sometimes he lets his
mouth get in the way of his
pitching," said Montanez.

other day", fanned four
batters and forced the Braves
to beat the ball into the ground
for 11)0 most part.'Shortstop
Johnnie LeMaster .alone had
eight chances.
Montefusco finished his
brilliant performance in ttie
ninth by striking out Jimmy
Wynn, getting Cito Gaston on
a pop fly and Royster on aeoft
fly to right.
Cubs 6, Pirates 0
Rick Monday's two-out
home run in he sixth inning
backed Steve Renko's fivehitter and gave Chicago its
victory over Pittsburgh.
Despite the loss, the Pirates
clinched at least a lie for
second place in the National
League East when Montreal
defeated New York.
Expos 7, Mets 2
Wayne Garrett hit his first
career grand-slam home run
to pace Montreal over New r
York and Tom Seaver. Steve
Rogers, 7-17, went all the way
for the Expos, limiting the
Mos to five hits.
Phillies 6:Cardinals 5
Jerry Martin slammed a
one-out double in the eighth
inning, snapping a 5-5 tie and
lifting Philadelphia over St.
Louis. Martin=s blow off
Cardinal lefthander John
Curtis, 6-11, scored pinch
runner Rick Bosetti.
Dodgers I, Astros 0
Steve Garvey's 199th hit of
the year produced the only run
of the game as Los Angeles
edged Houston behind the
combined thr.se-hit pitching of
rookie- -Rick Sutcliffe, Stan
Wall and Charlie Hough,
Padres 6, Reds 1
Left-hander Brent Strom
hurled a three-hitter after
pitching no-hit ball for seven
innings and Doug Rader
blasted a grand slam home
run as— San Diego defeated
Cincinnati.

If You Wish To Have Your Family
Records Included In The Calloway
County Genealogical Society's
New Book Send Them To
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop
1602 Miller Avenue
Murray, Ky. 42071
. Ph.753-1746 .
or lo

Miss Maude Nance
New Concord, Ky. 42076
Ph. 436-5815
).

Records Should Include AllData
Possible, With Dates Of Births, Place
Of Residence, Marriages, Children,
Deaths,Place Of Burial, Notitary Records

Boyd had one paslprcked off.
Here are two things to make note of:
--Caldwell County averaged just 28 yards punting against
Mayfield. They must do better than that against Murray. Jeff
Oakley of Murray High has punted 17 times this season for an
average of 38.3 yards.
—If Caldwell County doesn't make mistakes, they could
very well send top-rated Murray High from the ranks of the
undefeated. In rolling to a 4-0 overall record, Murray High
has recovered 11 fumbles and picked off four passes.
Last week, Fulton City made only three turnovers in a 20-6
loss to Murray High. That was the first game this season a
Murray opponent had made less than four turnovers.
"We're recovering from a game where we felt like we
made a very poor showing," Hine said of the win over Class A
Fulton City.
In that contest, senior tailback Lindsey Hudspeth sat out
the game and senior Tony Bayless filled in, rush* for 160
yards with the aid of some excellent blocking oki the right side
of the line.
"We weren't really mentally prepared for the
—rgame,"
Hina said.
"This week, we will be ready mentally and physically. We
don't expect anyone to be sitting on the sidelines this week.
We held out a couple of kids last week but we felt they needed
some extra time for bruises to mend.
"David Kennedy has a minor injury and Barry Wells, Hudspeth and Tim Lane all had some bruises but everyone is
recovering fast," Hina said.
It will be the third District game for the Tigers andthe last
one at home. Murray must play District road games at Trigg
County and Todd County.
If Murray High is to win Friday, they must be as fired up
and ready to play as they were two . weeks ago against
Mayfield. If they aren't, then they could very well have an
unhappy night Friday.

LOOK YOUNGER

SPA
0LEADING GAINER—The leading ground gainer last week for
Murray High was Tony Bayless. The senior tailback rushed for
160 yards on the ground as Murray won 20-6 over Fulton City.
(Stet Photo by Berry Drew)

Exercise program for men and women
Murray's best exercise equipment
Reasonable Rates
Call 753-0129

The7/Dodgecarsand
trucksarehere.
Seethemtodw.

Bowling
Standings
Magic Tri
,
° Bowling League
Team lanes
Corvette
Johnson's Gro.
Peoples Bank
Dennison-Hunt
'
Flank of Murray
Beauty Box

Paradise Kennels.

ATTENTION
CALLOWAY COUNTIANS!

said that in his comments all week," Murray coach John
Hine said.
"Their loss to Mayfield is certainly no indication of the kind,
of club they have, Giordano says he thinks there is no,
question they can score on us. They scored more against,
Mayfield than we did. Well, we'll see Friday night who does;
the scoring," Hine added.
Murray High has scouted Caldwell County and vice versa.
It simply boils down now to playing football.
Caldwell has the ability to break away for the long touchdown. In fact, they *e to pass for the long touchdowns too.
The Murray High secondary will get its strongest test of the
year.
Last week against Mayfield, Caldwell County quarterback
'Carroll Boyd fired the ball 26 yimes for 166 yards. His
favorite receivers are Dwain Trafford, Fred Walker and
Mark Blackburn.
Caldwell marched for 181 yards on the ground last week
against Mayfield. The ground attack was led by Ronnie Hunter and David Barnes. Also, Gary Dootey, an outstanding
defensive end,can run in the backfield.
"Supposedly, this Boyd kid can throw the ball 50 yards in
the air and hit a dime without any problem," Hina said.
"Besides having the great passing attack, they run the option well. They aren't as big as we are but they are noted for
their hard-hitting ability."
Against Mayfield, Caldwell County had sustained scoring
drives of 66 and 65 yards. Once, the Tigers marched 47 yards
on a drive before fumbling inside the Mayfield 10.
Mistakes is what killed the Caldwell County against the
Cardinals. Caldwell County fumbled the ball four times and
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If Dodge Itasnt got your new car, nobody has.
Your local Dodge Dealer has just raised the curtain
on the new '77 models. And Dodge has never
looked better. Whatever kind of new car you have
in Mind. Dodge has it. Spacious. Sporty. Even
downright sexy. If Dodge hasn't got your new car,
nobody has!

The unbelievabk Aspen wagon.
Your Dodge Dealer invites you to come in and see
the remarkable small wagon that's' so roomy it
doesn't seem small at all.

Chalet for might PeoPfe•

Royal Monaco Brougham.
Its still a big country. There's still abig Dodge!
For .'77. Dodge still gives you a full-sized car with
full-sized room and full-sized comfort.

Monaco. More room for the money,
Dodge introduces the luxurious car that's not too
big outside, but has room for six inside.

Pidums—that have got it when it coots.
As.usual, Dodge brings you the pickups that have
a lot to offer when it comes to price and payload.

Sportsman. Great for kids and cams.
Whether you're planning on moving passengers or
packages, Dodge Sportsman has the roOm you
need.

229
213
2-6

Meet the car that was designed with the evening
in mind. Charger, the sleek Dodge that takes over
after dark.

496
41k,

Welcome to the new Dodge cars and trucksfor 1977.

62s
624
MA
619
166
162
lan
. 149
143
141

140
I*

140
140

Dodge .2.
at/THOM/ED DeALERS

810 Sycamore

Jim Fain Motors
753-0832

•

•
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MSU Graduate Linda Arnold
Is Trainer At Memphis State

I;
(NH Hit NI LEDIA:li V-

PORTS

Memphis State University's very similar to the ones
women athletes are in good received by the men, so I feel
hands this fall — from pre- lucky to have been exposed to
season conditioning to post- the more severe injuries,"
game aches — with tlie staff Miss Arnold said.
addition of Miss Linda Arnold,
Before
her
graduate
the university's first trainer training at Fort Hays,she was
for female athletes.
a student athletic trainer at
The hiring of a trainer ex- Murray State University, She
clusively for the women received her NATA cerathletes means that the tification after an extensive,
burden of taping ankles, comprehensive examination
When Sherry took over for looking after injuries, con- in March this year in Lincoln,
Dick Williams with the Angels ditioning and determining who Nebraska.
earlier this season it was can play and who can't is
She arrived at. Memphis
announced a decision on 1977, tliken off the shoulders of the State in August, just in
time to
would be made after the women's coaches and given to serve as trainer.for the
AAU
season. Sherry's players like a NATA-certified trainer.
Junior Olympics, which
him and the club has done well
"Linda is a 'Godsend," said brought about 2,000 young
since he's taken over, so he track coach
Susan Russ. athletes to the campus.
could get the job for next "Before she came, we just
"I was immediately imhad
season.
to do the best we could pressed with Memphis State's
And while Philadelphia whenever a girl was
injured. security department. During
Phillies Manager Danny We didn't
always do the right track and field competition, a,
Ozark prepares his team for thing, either.
Now we can girl collapsed on the track.
the National League playoffs
concentrate on coaching, MSU security was righ2here.
with Cincinnati, he may be because
Linda knows exactly They got on their.
.-Walkiewondering if rumors that he what she
talkies, followe by inis doing."
won't be rehired unless his
Linda Arnold should know: structions for tee girl's care,
club defeats the Reds are true. she's
had enough experience carefully removed her from
There were plenty of rumors with athletic
training, much the fieldiahd arranged for her
that Ozark, who is completing
more than one would expect transportation to the hospital.
a two-year contract, was on from
a 23-year-old woman. They reacted quickly, efhis way out when his club's
While a graduate assistant at ficiently and smoothly during
1511 game lead slipped to
Fort Hays (Kansas) State the emergency, and I feel
three.
College, the head trainer, safer knowing that I can call
Steve Antenopoulos, accepted on them for assistance in a
Want Tourney
a job with the Denver Bron- matter like this," Miss Arnold
cos, and left he and another said.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — graduate assistant
Right now, she is readying
trainer in
The University of Kentucky
charge of football spring each of the women's teams for
wants to host the finals of the
training, the track and competition, working with
1982
NCAA
basketball baseball teams
and the them on flexibility, enchampionships at Rupp Arena
reranants of wrestling season. durance, weight training,
here, Athletic Director Cliff/
"II was good experience for conditioning and upper leg
Hagan says.
me," she said. "At first, the strength.
Hagan said the univestilly
men didn't seem to think that
-Upper leg strength is very
has submitted a bid kir the
woman could tape or attend important to the majority of
a
games.
to injuries, but the -men's women's sports — basketball,
He said the new 23,000-seats
coaches were very stipportive volleyball, track, tennis and
arena, scheduled for opening
this fall, would be an at- of me and after the guys saw gymnastics. I have put most of
tractive site for the semifinals what I could do, they were, the girls on the 'flexionextension' knee machine to
and final contests of the too.
"Working with the football improve that area. Without
basket ball tournament.
The National Collegiate team was especially helpful somejoreal work on upper leg
Athletic Association voted for me. You see so many In- strength, you run the risk of
recently to hold the 1982 finals juries in football that you don't quite a few dislocated knees.
in
midwestern
a
or see in women's sports, like And from what I have seen of
roideastern city, Hagan said. compound fractures and the MSU's women athletes so far,
With completion of a new more severe shoulder injuries. we're going to have some
hotel and the Lexington Civic But, now that women's dynamite teams this year, so
Center, Rupp Arena should be athletics are beComing so we want to keep each girl in
a natural for the finals, Hagan advanced, the women are competition and off the
beginning to receive injuries benches. You can't play with a
said. 3es

dislocated knee," Miss Arnold
said.
"So many women will want
to keep on playing, to stay in
the game, after they are injured. Generally, women are
not used to being hurt and
sometimes they don't even
know when they are hurt. The
hardest thing about being a
trainer for women is to convince a female athlete that she
must stay on the bench, out of
competition, when all she
wants to do is keep on playing.
"I see a lot more women
who will try to 'stay in the
game at any coat than the ones
who will feig,win injury to get
attention Ar to stay out of
practice or a game. Most
wotain that go out for sports
are very dedicated," she said.
When asked why she
became an athletic trainer, an
unusual ambition for a young
woman, Miss Arnold replied
that, as an athlete at Murray
State, she was struck by the
fact that most colleges and
universities do not have
certified trainers for their
women, that at that time there
were only about 15 in the
entire nation for woolen's
collegiate teams,
"Since women's athletics
were on the upswing and I had

Schoendienst Decision
Will Come Next Week
By HANK LOW ENKRON
AP Sports Writer
Tom Lasorat's dream of
managing the Los Angeles
Dodgers has become a reality.
But the dreams of at least
seven current field bosses in
major 'league baseball could
turn into nightmares in the
next few weeks.
On Wednesday the1911
-. gers
tapped
the
4year-old
Lasorda, who has beetr.with
.the organization since 1g48, to
succeed the ratiring Walter
Alston as Los Angeles'
manager. Alston announced
his retirement on Monday. •
There is one known vacancy
— at San Francisco — and an
Associated Press survey
Wednesday showed that at
least seven other major
league managers could be out
of work soon.
The list of managers who
don't know where they stand
nett season include Red
Schoendienst in St. Louis,
Charlie Fox in Montreal, John
McNamara in San Diego, Jim
Marshall with the Chicago

Cubs, Frank Robinson in
Cleveland, Norm Sherry of it
California Angels and Paul
Richards of the Chicago White
Sox.
Meanwhile, there were two
developments among baseball
front office personnel on
Wednesday.
In' St. Louis, Bing Devine
signed a two-year contract to
continue as executive vice
president
and
general
manager ot the Cardinals.
Asked about the future of
Schoendienst, who is completing his 12th year as
manager of the .tards, club
President August Bch said a
decision would bI.nnounced
;
next week.
4
And, in Pittsbtfrg Joe L.
Brown
announced
his
retirement
as
general
manager of the Pirates after
21 seasons. Brown's successor
was pot chosen and 'there was
no immediate word on the
future of Brown's close friend
Danny Murtaugh — who has
managed the club _off_ and on
iince 1957.
"With the Los Angeles job
;Riled, former major league
To Retire
managers and others hoping
to join the elite club can shift
SAN MATED, Calif. ( AP) — their attention to other cities.
Arthur Sherman of San Mateo,
There's definitely a vacancy
who has ridden nearly 6,000 M San Francisco, where Bill
mounts to earnings of almost Rigney announced earlier this
$2 million over 22 years will month that he was resigning
retire as a jockey Saturday to as manager after one season.
become a patrol judge and
Changes in management
assistant racing secretary at seem most likely in Montreal,
Bay Meadows.
San Diego, Cleveland and with
Sherman, 39, a native of the Chicago Cubs.
Brooklyn, N.Y. began his
Fox was named the interim
jockey career at Hollywood manager when the Expos
Park in 1955. He has won 487 fired Karl Kuehl a few weeks
races.
ago and most observers figure
he won't keep the job.
In San Diego, owner Ray
Kroc has said the decision on
McNamara's future will be
left entirely to club President
Buzzie Bavasi, who is also
acting as general manager
since his son Peter moved to
Toronto as general manager.
Insiders say the odds are 50-50
that Bavasi is going to make a
change.
The Indians are paying
Robinson $200,000 as a playerBy GORDON BEARD
first for comfort
manager. It's estimated that
AP Sports Writers.
$120,000 of this is for playing
7 first in style
BALIIMORE (AP) —
and his play has been limited Brooks Robinson, rising to the
Each pair has as own distinctive
this year. It's questionable if a occasion as he had countless
markings Well styled ultra
comtortaDle Made only ot natural
compromise can be reached times in the past, turned the
unadulterated leathers
on Robinson's salary as a tears to cheers.
manager.
In what could be his last
MILLEN
Marshall's status with the time at bat in Baltimore, at
Ø
k
•
Cubs can, at best, be called least in the uniform of the
shaky.
Orioles, Robinson singled to
s.oes ,04 WOUlip
center and then exited to a
Richards' relationship with standing ovation
in WedWhite Sox owner Bill Veeck
nesday night's emotion,may mean he stays as
packed game.
Shoe Slots rj manager even though the club
"It was just anothr ball
has not done well this year.
game until it started," said
the 39-year-old Robinson, who
confessed he finally succumbed to the mood of the
fans who had come to bid a
tentative farewell to their hero
in the No.5 jersey.
"It was like a World Series
game," said the veteran third
S30-$36 Wedding Bands
baseman. "A lot of ttlings
went through my mind, and I
began pressing to get a hit or
While They Last
to make a good play in the
field."
As for the many cheers of
the night, culminated by the
ovation when he was called
back to the field after being
removed for a pinch runner,
Robinson said: "It wasn't a
bad feeling, but I wouldn't
want to go through it every
game."
AS LON ILS
Rings
Robinson went hitless in his
S800
first three trips, and then
Necklaces
WARM
sliced a dying quail liner to
$200
UL.WU go
Bracelets...
center in the eighth. The
sparse crowd of 8,119 went
$000
IS LOW IS w
Earrings
wild.

The
Natural Leather
Shoe

24

gam'
.

TURQUOISE SALE
Over 70% Off

$999

0040

20

0
/0 OFF

'
/ Friday Oct 1-Tuesday Oct 5

4 Days Only
Byp&ss 121, Murray
Tel. 753-311/
10 a.m. to5 p.m.

150 over cost!
ZU.
McKeel
Equipment
TIGER TRAINER
tioci,Artiold of Murray is the new trainer
for women athletes at Memphis State University. Here, she
gives aid to Lynn Whitfield, a member of the Tiger basketball
team.

"If I can't line something up
for two years, I just won't go,"
he said. "I have too many
things going on around here to
leave for one year. And, I want
to play, not be a ,public
relations man."
-Of course, I may neyer
play again," Robinson said.
"And, if not, I think I can
handle that, too."
The other Orioles showed
their affection for Robinson by
joking with him before and
after the Milwaukee Brewers
scored a 6-3 victory. They also
paid the supreme compliment
to a fellow athlete by asking
for his autograph.

May Transact Their Banking
Business From The
. Court Square Entrance
To the Main Bank Building

To Be Honored
BOSTON (API— Richard.
T. Donovan, executive vice
president of Suffolk Downs,
arid jockey Gonzalo Prosper
will be honored at the 36th
annual awards dinner of the
New England Turf Writers
Association on Tuesday night.
Donovan, a veteran of 22
years in thoroughbred racing,
was voted "Man of the Year"
by the turf writers. Prosper
will receive a special
achievement award as New
England's leading rider this
year.

Bank Qf Murray
FDIC

Morgan, Trevathan 81 Gunn, Inc.
Insurance — Bonds —Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County end Aurora

Hwy. 121 Between Stella and Coldwater

753-3062

Bank of Murray •
Customers

2-10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2
Two Traps
Jackson Purchase Gun Club

503 Walnut

•

Now Has A Local Number

SO Bird Event After Dark

Co., Inc.

Beginning
October 1, 1976

Turkey Shoot
One for Beginners Only

ale *pedal (*melon. Lib.

and is working on getting
some student trainers to help
her during peak periods of
competition. tier classes,
which are geared toward:
providing future coaches with
practical information on what
to do for various injuries,
cover first-aid, the recognition
of injuries and injury
rehabilitation.
A native Mernphian who
moved to Murray, Ky. at 16,
Mis8 Arnold received a
bachelor of science degree
from Murray State in 1975 and
a master's degree from Fort
Hays in 1976.
At Murray State, she was
the recipienroftbe Lions Club
scholarship, theldepartmental
physical education scholarship, the Mosj Valuable
Player rsontSiTI) award and
the "Outstanding Physical
Education Major" award. She
is listed in "Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities."
She is the daughter of Mr.
and. Mrs. Joe H. Arnold of,
Murray, Ky.

U Ileasseiva
Invention

Oriole Fans Honor Old
Hero Brooks Robinson
On his way to the dugout,
Robinson waved and tipped
his cap. For the curtain call,
he threw a kiss.
-It was nice, and I really
appreciated it," Robinson
said. "You'd think I was
retiring, wouldn't you?"
Robinson, whose 2,780
games with Baltimore rank
fifth on Ihe all-time major
league list and second only to
Ty Cobb in the American
League, *ants to continue
playing. But his career with
the Orioles may be over.
After playing in 97 per cent
of Baltimore's games from
mid-1959 through last May 16,
Robinson was on1a part-time
performer for the remainder
-of the 1976 season.
Although still agile and
surehanded on defense, where
he won 16 consecutive Gold
Glove fielding awards through
1975, Robinson's batting
average tumbled to .201 last
season and .212 this year.
Robinson, who has posted
numerous fielding marks
since playing his first game in
1955 and has a .268 lifetime
batting average with 2,839 hits
and 267 homers, is convinced
he could play 140 games next
season.
It is virtually certain he will
rejoin the Orioles in some
capacity when his playing
career ends. But first, he
wants to remain active —
possibly with an expansion
team in either Toronto or
Seattle.

been serving as a student
trainer without knowing a
whole lot about
'
rat I was
supposed to be doing, I
'decided to 'go ahead and try to
become a full-fledged trainer.
That meant accumulating 1800
hours working under a certified trainer, getting Red
Cross and CPR (CardioPulmonary-Resuscitation)
certificates, practical experience as a trainer, letters
of recommendations from
team trainers and team
doctors, and taking the NATA
certification examination.
Besides, I like the work," she
said.
When contacted about the
feelings of other trainers in
the formerly male-dominated
field, Otto Davis, athletic
trainer for the Philadelphia
Eagles, said, "I'm really
encouraged about the growing
women's athletic program. It
opens lots of possibilities for
employment for women in
athletics. Linda Arnold is one
of a small number of women
trainers in the nation, but I
expect that within the next 10
years there will be a woman
trainer for every college and
university,"
Miss Arnold is also an instructor of athletic training

The Number To Call
•

753-6434
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Royals Reduce Magic
Number Down To One
By ERIC PREWITT
.
AP Sports Writer
• OAKLAND (API — The
Kansas City Royals are home
today, in the city Charles 0.
Finley deserted eight years
I
f
a o, preparing for a pennantching party.
'You could say an era is
over," said Gene Tenace of
the Oakland' A's after Wednesday night's 4-0 Royals
victory over the Finley-owned
team which has won five
straight American League
West titles and claimed
baseball world championships
in 1972-73-74.
One victory over the
Minnesota Twins in the final
three-game series of the
regular season will clinch the
title. The series opens Friday
night in Royals Stadium.

(MURRAY LEDGER te TIMES)

PORI

The A's had won five of six,
charging within reach of the
leaders.
"We haven't ended it yet,
but we're comfortable now,"
said the Royals' John
Mayberry.
Yanks 9, Red Sox 6
Graig Nettles drove in six
runs and scored four, belting
two home runs — one of them
a grand slam — and two
doubles. Nettles now has 32
homers, tops in the American
League. Catfish Hunter, 17-15,
got the victory with relief
from Sparky Lyle.
Brewers 6,Orioles 3
Hank Aaron scored on a
single by Dan Thomas in the
sixth inning and moved into a
tie with Babe Ruth for second
place on the career runs
scored list with 2,174. Ty Cobb
is first with 2,244.

Racers Hoping To End
Skid Against Morehead
Murray State's Racers hope
to break a three-game losing
streak Saturday at Morehead,
but Coach Bill Furgerson says
it will take an all-out effort for
them to do so.
"They've got some really
good
e," Furgerson said
of the,Ea s, "and a wideoepri affense that will take our
best defensive effort to contairt)'
Morehead, like Murray,
hasn't won since its opener
wnen the Eagles beat Marshall 31-14. They have since
lost 26-6 to Akron and 21-0 to
Middle Tennessee. Since
beating Southeast Missouri 143, Murray has lost 14-0 to Delta
State, 13-10 to Western
Carolina, and 24-7 to Tennessee Tech.

41 Years Since Champion Has
Lost Title Bout On Decision
By WICK TEMPLE
AP Sports Editor
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
argument continues over
whether Ken Norton was
robbed in Muhammad Ali's
latest
defense of his
heavyweight title. It probably
will go down as one of boxing's
all-time disagreements.
Those who argue that
Norton won the fight and
should
be
the
new
heavyweight champion are
missing one very important
unwritten rule: you can't
dethrone a champion unless
you beat him badly.
Clearly, Norton did not beat
All badly. If they had been two
conteaalers scrapping for a
title, shot, the decision might
have gone the other way. But
boxing judges throughout
history have been reluctant to
award a decision to a
challenger in, a close
heavyweight title fight.
Add to that the mystique
that Ali has built up, and the
money that the All glamor
brings to the boxing game,
and you begin to realize that
whoever finally beats All will
have to either knock him out
or stop him. And he never has
lost as a champion.
* •
Thivwriter's card had the
bout even at the end of the 14th
round. S9 did the cards of two
judges. The referee had it 7 for
All, 6 for Norton and 1 even
after 14.
This writer gave the last
round to Norton, as did most
writers at ringside. The two
judges and the referee,
however, gave it to All. That
made the big differeace. That
was the fight.
All said it best: "To beat a
champion, you got to BEAT
him. You can't fight like
Jimmy Young or Norton. You
got to convince people you
won. You got to whup the

-

The last nine times the
just like I did to
Foreman. You got to whup heavyweight title has changed
hands in the ring, it has been
Norton said later that his by knockout or by one fighter
coiner had told him he was stopping the other. The last
ahead and that he should not champion to lose by a decision
take any chances in the 15th. in the ring was Max Baer in
Even if he had, he would not 1935.
The Norton camp filed a
have won unless he had at
formal protest over the
least decked AIL
Then the judges would have decision. Nothing will come of
had something to point to. As it. The fight is history and the
it was, they had a close call, argument will go on. The only
and close calls go to the question is how much longer
Ali can go on.
champ.

champion,

of 77 passes for 548 yards and 2 yards passing. Dickens has
touchdowns. He's been in- completed 23- of 55 for 231
tercepted only once.
yards and a touchdown and
His favorite receivers have Ruzich has completed 21 of 51
been Keith Mescher and for 317 yards. The leading
Velmar Miller, each of whom Racer receivers are Gary
has caught 12. Mescher has Brumrn with 12 catches for 150
-We're lifted up right now
132 yards i..nd a touchdown, yards and David Thomas with
and I hope we stay up this
Twins 9, Rangers 1
Miller 156 yards and a touch- 10 for 130 yards. The top Racer
weekend," said Kansas City
Pete
Redfern
evened
his
down.
Both have good speed rusher
remains
Roger
Herzog,
Manager Whitey
and Furgerson said Mescher Rushing, who has not played
whose team had lostsix of record at 8-8 with a five-hitter,
is probably the best tight end the last two games because of
seven games before Wed- with Bill Campbell pitching
the last two innings. That gave
in the OVC.
.Ariess. He has 85 yards in 26
nesday night.
Campbell a team record 76
Tony Harris leadr-tfie - attempts.
appearances this year and
Eagles in rushing with 160
v.
The Racers have beaten
broke the American League
yards in 26 carries. Oscar Morehead three straight
MISS YOUR PAPS?
record for innings pitched by a
Jones has 135 yards in 38 years, winning 174 last year
Sorboalloors illoo bass sot
reliever. Rod Carew homered
carries. Jones, a trackman, in Murray. They also lead the
rocaval Mak boao-dollatrod
and drove in two runs for
does the 100-yard dash in 9.6.
series 26-1071.
copy of Th. Mar" lakpor
Minnesota.
The game will match the
After Morehead, Murray
Tam* 331
Indians 3, Tigers 2
two top punters in the league will be at home for three
Maly or by 3:X p.
se
Dave LaRoche posted his
in Morehead's Donnie Rarciin straight games, UT-Martin,
botorlays
orpol to al
21st save of the season for the
who has punted 29 times for a October 9, Middle Tennessee
Indians to tie Sparky Lyle of
753494 *Orme 396 p. 41,
42.4 average, and Murray's Oct. 16, and East Tennelsee,
Crucial mistakes by the
the Yankees for the American
mil 6.p. •., Mgaday-Megy,
Wes Furgerson who has October 23, .
Racers
on their first two
League lead.
g• SISS 0.
oad 4 p. a.
punted 33 times for a 41.9
possessions—an interception
TENNIS
Angels 3, White Sox 0
Satwerys, to Imam alibrory
average.
and
a
lost
fumble—cost
them
SAN
FRANCISCO
— SixthNolan
Ryan,
16-18,
allowed
of tbe anropopor. Cala most
Murray's two quarterbacks,
just two singles and struck out the ball inside their 25-yard Mike Dickens and Davit seeded Dick Stockton of
I. placed by I p. a.
11 in pitching his sixth shutout line each time and led to two Ruzich, have combined for 548 Dallas downed John Lloyd of
weettery, orI p. a. knot.
Great Britain 6-4,'6-1 to adof the season and 29th of his quick touchdowns that put the
Am to porooitoo 6•61ftrY•
Golden Eagles in control 14-0
vance to the quarter-finals of a
career.
before the game in Cookeville,
$125,000 international tennis
4 Tenn. was six minutes old.
tournament.
And Racer Coach Bill
NEW YORK — Chris Evert
Furgerson is still shaking his
of the Phoenix Racquets was
head about his team's two
named Most Valuable Female
early turnovers in the first
Player and Female Rookie of
Ohio Valley Conference action
the Year in World Team
of the season for both teams.
Tennis.
LEXINGTON,
Ky.
(
AP)
—
"Trying to play catch-up
Monday thru Thursday Only
against a tearn4hat has given Sophomore end Chris Roberts
every indication of bey* the of Eastern Kentucky and
best in the league 6 far from defensive end Keith Tandy of
the ideal situation," he said. Western Kentucky have been
"Yet after their last touch- named the Ohio Valley Condown, we played them better ference defensive players of
the week.
(*seven for rooseelhan these,
Middle Tennessee quar"
quarters:"
terback Mike Robinson got the
While lamenting the tur- award as the top offensive
novers--a total of five tor the
player on the strength of his
game—and "the inexperience
218-yard passing performance
that continues to show up at
against
last
Morehead
inopportune
time,'' Saturday.
Furgerson found some enRobinson completed seven
couragerrieht in another good
of 15 passes for 194 yards,
ckfensive effort and a passing
including two touchdown
attack that rolled up 183
passes to Jeff Shockley, and
yards.
ran nine yards for another
fe
'
le
"Our defense had eight
touchdown.
tackles for losses, the most
Roberts was credited with
this year," Furgerson pointed
six tackles, eight assists and
out. "David Reagan had six
one sack of the quarterback in
tackles, two of them for
Eastern's 21-10 victory over
Durable, washable, colorfast.
93
losses."
Fast Tennessee where the
Easy to apply, dries quickly.
Eddie McFarland Mid eight
Bucs were held to 79 yards
Rps:
Cleans up with soap and water.
tackles and five assists, while
rushing.
Al Martin had eight and three
Six of Tandy's .17 tackles
and jarred the ball loose on
were behind the line afid he
one play to set up.a Racer was
Stain-resistant, scrubbable.
credited with causing one
fumble recovery.
Easy to apply, dries
colorfast.
fumble in Western's 12-7
quickly. Cleans up with soap
Reg. 11.93 gal
comefrom-behind victory over
The Racer-Eagle clash will
and water. •
Accord COPara pr cal 1,9aer
begin at 1:30 p.m., EDT, in
Austin Pea?.
Other players cited for
Morehead's Breathitt Sports ,
Specializing in
Vstanding performances on
Center.
•• AA.
ens included:
Much of the Moreheac( of—David Thomas, Murray,
fense, tops in the Ohio Valley
who caught eight passes for
Conference, comes from the
arm of quarterback Phil 101 yards and scored his
Satisfodion Guaranteed
team's only touchdown.
Simms, who has completed 45
Thoseonsuor-sre the math of erterirsor
—Eddie Preston, Western,
resestrch and testmg byIV Sherro rL.
yrillefara Crufnatrany We gUananafre your
who caught five passes for 138
sotiliacuon to the use rithere products
,
or your.purcbpse price will be refunded
yards, including one for 92
yards.
—Steve Streight, Eastern
Kentucky. who gained 71
yards in 19 carries and scored
two touchdowns.
—Randy ChristoP
'
hel, Austin
P .inbow Mist:'Tge ultimate
Peay, who completed 11 of 17
carpet luxury. Decorator-designed in 10 bright
.,passes for 130 yards and one
colors. 100% nylon.
touchdown.
sq. yd.
—Craig Rolle, Tennessee
Choose froin our Maditionals.
Tech, who caught five passes
Captor:` A Saxony with a
Debut IV and Handi-Hang.
contemporary look. 100%
for 111 yards and one
400
pre-pasted patterns and
nylon. 13 colors.
louchdown and returned two
they're all washable vinyls.
puntsiOT 45 yards. ,
I Reg. 9.49 sq. yd
'--Dennis
Law, Test
Town &Country Collection:
Tennessee, who caught two
100% nylon level-loop.-Resists stains.
passes for 63 yards and one
Three styles: Veronica. Queen victoria,
touchdown. •
-San Juan. 10 colors
—Don Rardin, Morehead,
who punted 11 times for an
Reg. 7.99 Sq. yd
A.,.
average of 43.9 yards.
Carpet sal‘ pnees do not
include
padding
or
installation
Other players cited on
defense included:
service.
decorating
Free
—Marty Tinglehoff, East
Use Bank Americard,Master Charge,
Tennessee, with 15 tackles and
your Sherwin-Williams charge.
three assists.
Or, our extended credit terms.
—David Reagan, Murray,
1700 stores,including one near you.
with six tackles, two... for
0'OM The Prune., wassu.carve.
losses.
—Jim Dunster, Middle
Dixieland Shopping Center
Tennessee, with six tackles,
'Creative Playtings'Time LifePuzzles.Fisher-Price.Child
two blocked passes and one
quarterback sack.
Guidance•Tonka.Lionel
—George Wilhelm and Jeff
Trains and Accessory eKusan
Jacoby, Tennessee Tech, each
eIdea I 'Mattel.Parker Brothers
with six tackles.
sand Many Others
—Mike Be(ts, Austin Peay,
Lay-Away
Gift Wrapping
with five tackles, three assists
and one interception.

Grecian Steak House

Sp6cial

Roberts And
Tandy Honored
By Conference

oz. Boneless Sirloin

'269

Rib-Eye Steak
$1 79

Ground Sirloin
$159

STYLE PERFECT
Annuai Sale.
Save$2

Style Perfect Lcitex Wall Paint

Includes Salad (Open Salad Bar)
Potato and French Toast

Grecian

Style Perfect Latex Satin Enamel

93

Steak House

Carry-Out Service

Hwy 641-N Phone 753-4419

Opening
Saturday, Oct,.2

Save 21 to25%

Style Perfect Carpeting

Save25%

10:00am.

ooe

10'1.13.99

Style Perfect
Walkoverings

.voe

.
49

r99
a
Sale ends Oct.4

111111111111111SEL

SOKIISIDE MANOR SHOPPING CENTER
753-3321
MURRAY
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Carter Going Back On Campaign Harris' Indicted ForKidnapping of Miss Hearst
Trail; Ford Considers Conference

a
If
iy

By DAVE RILEY
Associated Press Writer
Jimmy Carter is taking his campaign
back on the road as President Ford
considers calling a news conference
whAe he could be asked about reports
that the Watergate secial prosecutor
is investigating whether Ford illegally
diverted campaign contributions.
_Carter was returning to the campaign
trail today after two days of rest and
strategy planning, mixed with some
study on foreign policy issues for next
. Wednesday night's debate with Ford.

For Ford, the schedule called for a
resumption of his campaign strategy of
remaining in Washington, in the White
House.
But an administration source said
late Wednesday that Ford is disc.:sing
with advisers the possibility of holding
a news conference. The source said
such a news conference could be held
today or Friday.
noth the vice presdential candidates,
Republican Bob Dole and Democrat
Walter Mondale, were campaigning in
Pennsylvania today.

The White House has consistently
refused any comment on reports of the
Watergate prosecutor's probe into the
records of the Republican organization
in Ford's old congressional district in
. Michigan.
Ford spokesman Ron Nessen was
asked about the rports at briefing
sessions both Tuesday and Wednesday,
but refused to comment. On Wednesday, Nessen said,"We see no reason
to answer a question on a charge that
has not been made."

But Carter increasingly has been
pointing with criticism to the White
House silence and Ford's inaccessibility for reporter's questions.
Mondale suggested Wednesday that
Ford should answer questions about the
and properly seeded to preveni'esaston. investigation and about
financing of Ails
The existing channel would be filled congressional campaigns.
with an estimated 4,900 cubic yards of
,
,
Before launching today's trip to the
material, with most of it originated
Nartheast, Carter renewed his
from the new channel excavation.
Approximately 237 cubic yards of.- criticism of Ford for seeking votes from
riprap would be placed around the behind t helite House ga'e
proposed bridge piers for protection.
And he challentss
d Ford to meet
Army spokesmen said the decision
po
rerters
and
disc
the Watergate
whether to issue a permit will be based
prosecutor's investigation
that
on an evaluation of the probable impact
published reports say Ceaters on
of the proposed activity on the public
whether Ford, while a congrarrian,
interest. That decision will reflect the
"laundered" campaign contributio
national concern for both protection
through his local GOP organization and
and utilization of resources.
diverted the funds to his own use.
Officials also commented that the
The Democratic nominee said Nessen
benefit which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal took "a step in' the right direction"
must be balanced against its, when the White House press secretary
reasonably foreseeable detriments, in said Ford bad accepted three golfing
considering whether to grant the ap- trips and two other outings from U.S.
plication. No permit will be granted \ Steel Corp. and that he had played golf
1,o courses owned by three other corupless its issuance is found to be in the 1)n
rations.
public interest.

Channel Change Proposed
In Connection With 641 Protect
The Kentucky Department of
Trnasportation has submitted a
proposal to athe Army Corps of
Engineers for relocation of the existing
channel of Rockhouse Creek south of
Dexter.
The proposal is in conjunction with
the proposed improvements to U. S.
Highway 641 in Calloway County.
The location of the project is Mile 2.8
Rockhouse Creek, opposite Mile 48.4,
Clark's River, about one mile south of
Dexter.
The proposed work, if approved,
would consist of the excavation of
approximately 4,385 cubic yards of
material to relocate the existing
channel of Rockhouse Creek. The total
length of the new ,channel would be
about 530 feet.
The new channel would be excavated
to a bottom width of po feet and the
.banks excavated on a three to one slope

•

Ford To Visit
Middle East

INVENTORY SALE
Beautiful First Quality

Artificial and !hied
Flowers
and

- Arrangements
Funeral Wreaths and
Rock Designs

All Sizes
•

1

2 PRICE

All Sales Cash
And Final

Shirley Florist
502 North 4th Street
Murray,Ky.

..••.

. :,.
At

May Get Report

WASHINGTON( AP)— Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., is
among 12 senators who will
visit Israel, Egypt, Iran and
England as part of a study of
the nation's security and
foreign policy in the Middle
East and Europe.
The purpose of our trip will
be to develop a policy for the
Senate relative_ to the issue of
nuclear
wide
world
proliferation," Ford said
S4Wednesday. "We intend to
. closely examine,all
the possible sale o nuclear
reactors to foreign countries."
Ford said that he expects
the next sessionpf Congress to
make judgements on such
sales.
-Many important questions
have been raised as to what
safeguards are needed to
prohibit the misuse of the
byproducts of attanic reactors," Ford said. ."1: the
Senate is to properly exercise
its legitimate oversight
function, it is essential that we
be knowledgeaole and well
versed in what restrictions are
necessary to insure this
country's national security."

rects-a

Wide Variety of
Containers and
Baskets

CANDLES

Lyon Grand Jury

-

EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Atty. Gen. Robert F. Stephens
says a Lyon County grand jury
may gct a report on the Kentucky State Penitentiary
by February.
The report,compiled over 13
months by a special commission appointed by Gov.
Julian Carroll, deals with
alleged irrgularities at the
facility near Eddyville.
Stephens said Wednesday
that the grand jury will be
asked to consider any indictable offenses that prismn
officials may have committed

contends that Harris held her
down while she was bound and
gagged and that Mrs. Harris
drove one of the getaway cars.
The indictment also lists
seven counts of assault with a
deadly weapon for shots fired
at five neighbors who witnessed the kidnaping, falae,
imprisonment of Steven
Sueruiga, another neighbor
who tried to help Weed, and
the abduction of Peter

Lauren Bacall
Will Speak At
Kentucky Dam

Benenson, another neighbor
whose car was one of those
used in the getaway.
The Harrises were convicted of kidnap and robbery
in an Inglewood, Calif.,
sporting goods store theft case
last month and were sentenced to 11 years to life in

prison Miss Hearst is set for
trial early next year for the
Inglewood incident.
Miss Hearst, whose testified
for 21,2 hours before the grand
jury in secret, was convicted
six months ago of robbing a
San Francisco bank in April
1974.

Nibble and getslim
Now a diet based on a wholg,
new theory. Forget meals, and
"ad lib" your eating! Get all
the facts, including a special
"Nibbling Diet", in

•

Lauren Bacall, actress, will
speak in behalf of Democratic
presidential candidate Jimmy
Carter at the Kentucky
Democratic Women United
Convention this weekend at
Kentucky Dam Village State Get details about Special $30,000
Park.
Sweepstakes where you buy your
The actress will speak on
Reader's Digest!.
Saturday and a reception in
her honor will follow to which
"the public is invited to attend,
a spokesman said. The convention will open
tonight .with a reception for
board members. Mrs. Jean
Ford and qrs. Jean Huda.,
dleston, wives of Kentucky'
Democratic Senators Wendell
Ford and Walter Huddlestoh,
will cohost a luncheon on
Friday at noon.
Mrs. Charlann Carroll, wife
of Gov. Julian Carroll, will
speak at the banquet on
riday evening. Mrs. Joyce
flhbbard, wife of U. S. Rep.
Carr:
611 Hubbard, will speak at
the Saturday morning breakfast.

october
Reader's Digest

Here's allthat
employers need
to buy low cost
personal
insurance

4.

*CORRECTION*

N,
David Wing

Skippy Crunchy

Peanut Butter
18 oz.

f your group plan includes ten or more employees, talk to
the Integon Listener. He'll show you how employers can
add low-cost, tok-finfored personal insurance. Call or write
for details.
David King

794

L Associates

Johnson's Grocery

Staamers

711-$35$

Graham To Be
Guest Speaker
MOREHEAD, Ky. (All —
Dr. James B. Graham, state
superintendent of public
instruction, will be th
featured speaker at the 53rd
annual convention of the
Eastern Kentucky Education
Association Oct. 15 at
Morehead State University.
Nearly 3,000 persons are
expected to attend the convention.

,

Old Oak Tre
Restaurant
Overlookinglieulifol Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 6424810

At

•, ,
. . .,

'Settle-Workman Co.

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
William and Emily Harris,
underground companions of
Patricia Hearst, have been
indicted for the kidnaping of
the newsphper heiress 2'7
years ago.
Shortly before the Alameda
County Grand Jury returned
the indictment Wednesday,
Miss Hearst's attorneys filed a
motion for a new trial on the
armed bank robbery for which
she has been sentenced to
seven years in prison.
The indictment accuses the
two avowed members of the
Symbionese Liberation Army
of kidnaping for ransom with
bodily harm in the Feb. 4,
1974, abduction of Miss Hearst
from her Berkeley apartment.
The maximum penalty would
'be_ life in prison without
possibility of parole.
Bail or the Harrises was set
at 8300,000 each, with
arraignment'set for Friday in
Alameda County Superior
Court.
The indictment supercedes
a criminal complaint filed by
the district attorney' against
the , couple for which a
preliminary hearing had been
scheduled Oct. 7 in Berkeley
Municipal Court. •
. The indictment — 13 counts
against each defendant
lhcJtdes charges of robbery
and 'as.u.lt likely to produce
great bily harm against
Steven Weed,avith whom Miss
Hearst shared the,apartment
from which she was kidnaped.
Weed; who has not seen his
former fiance since the sate,
duction, was seriously beaten
at the time.
Miss Hearst has said she
was hit in the face with a gun
during the abduction. She also

Downtown Shopping Center

Friday Night

BOYS & MENS DEPARTMENT
l

Men's fall 8 Winter

Good Selection Men's light Weight

1/2

SPORT COATS

Price

, SLACKS
SPORT HATS
RUBBER BOOTS

.- Waist sizes 29 ?Ins 14 Values to Sll 99

Sale Se

Sizes 614 to 7 5 '8

i

-

s8" WORKSHIES
4 5 5 Buckle Overshoes UNDERWEAR

Bells. Flair leg by
Stephens and Maverick S699 S199 $ 99
Slims and Reg,

113 I "

Sizes 9 Mos. to 14 Yrs S499

.

JACKETS
JEANS

By Cedar Crest

Girl's

i

"to s10"
Slim 804 Reg'. Site 1 This 14 Yrs. S4
All ladies

INFANTSWEAR s'into

Short
'
'
s, tries, Vest,
T. Skirts, All Saes

by Hanes

Prime Rib ...'5"

New Shipment Men's, Boy's

CANVAS SHOES

including Salad Bar

by Converse and Cavalier

20%

SWEATERS

:
s249

Good Selection ladies'

PANTSUITS & DRESSES

PANTS

Values to 14 Sale Sr

Good Selection Boy's
- 'UNDERWEAR
by Haney Sites 2 Kau 18 Yis

"to
Sizes 12 Min. to 14 Yrs S4

Good Selection lops, and Pants

p

Gourmet
Delight

One Table Boy's Dress and Casual

GIRLS AND LADIES DEPARTMENT
Good Selection Girl's light Weight
Good Selection

v tos11"

S^99

S "to

Good Selecti; boy's Light Weight

JACKETS

By Hayricks and Stephens,
Bells, flair and Straight leg
Waist sizes /9 tiro 50

Good Selection Men's

Good Selection Men's

JEAN'S

JEANS

l. & XI S199 10 S1 499

Good Selection Men's

New Shipment-4411's Fall

I New Shipment Boy's

_

New Shipment Men's

One Table Men's Polyester

0

si.s.m.

JACKETS

Off

Good Selection Ladies Pre-Washed

Good Selection ladies

JEANS

COATS
Sizes 3 Thru 35 Waist

Sizes 5 thru 14' 7

New Shipment ladies Brushed Nylon

GOWNS, ROBES, and PAJAMAS
One Group ladies White Pant

k's., Kisses A Half Sizes

UNIFORMS

Values to SIT 99 Sale

s12"

Shop Settle-Weiiiman Downtown Shopping Center where you will lind quality merchandise at a reasonable price. We Appreciate your
Business.

(
-IRVING
HOURS:
Sun.-Thursday
7:00 a. m. tit 10:00 p. m.
Friday & Saturday
5:00o. m. til
11:00 p.m.

4or Your Dining Pleasure
Live Entertainment

Scotty Bell
Sings I. Mays The Organ

Every Fri. 8, Sat. Night
from 7 to 11

•

•
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MARKET 414 FALL, FESTIVAL

;

414 NORTH MARKET ST. — PARIS,TENN.

"All of Our New Market Purchases Hayed Arrived"
PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE — BASSETT — BROYHILL
KROEHLER
AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE — LANE — DE SOTA — JAMISON
LIBERTY
NORTH BAY
LAZYBOY
BERkLINE

HOWARD
LEA

KELLER

JUST RECEIVED TRAILER TRUCK LOAD
JAM
SLE
ff
ISO
EPE
N
RS.
.OUR SIDEWALKS WILL BE LOADED WITH BARGAINS THIS WEEKEND
LEA SOLID OAK 4 PC.

VELVET FLORAL SOFA

BEDROOM SUITE

Reg. $499.00.

NOW

0
Queen Bed • Hutch Mirror
'399
'
Large Dresser 5 Drawer Chest- Nile Stand

VELVET CHAIRS

Reg.
NOW $1491" $999.00

Reg. $199.00.

$79
900
NOW

All Wood

All Styles

Compare at
$299.00

NOW

20% OFF
BERKLINE 2 PC.

LIVINGROOM or DEN SUITE

ROCKERS & RECLINERS

SOFAS

LIVINGROOM SUITE

00

NOW

$599

Compare at
$99.00 & $159.00

Compare at
$200.00

Start at

20% & 30%
OFF REGULAR PRICE

WROUGHT IRON

NOW $95
16
Up

u.s.t."
Di N I NGROOPA- SUITE

COUNTRY OAK
Rectangle table - 5 side chairs
1 arm chair - Hutch China

$2,6170°

NOW

RECLIN
ERS
Herculon

Plaid & Vinyl Covers

Compare at
$100.00

$7900
NOW

ALL

GRANDM
93LOIDTMHAEPLRE CLOCK

4 Spindle Chairs with
Cane Seats. Round Table

1495"

Compare at
$750.00

$63500

Compare at
$349.00

NOW

GUN CABINETS

BICENJENNIAL ROCKERS

10% OFF

Choice of Herculon Covers

HAIR DRYERS

9900

NOW\ $

'289"

Compare at
$399.00

1050 watts
$19.95
This Week$10°°

BASSETT

DESOTA

BEDROOM SUITE

NTt0
0OM SUITE

Early American Maple
Bed - Chest- Dresser -.Mirror

- Bed. Dresser- Mirror
Choice of Styles

NOW $479N

Compare at
$499.00

lb

NOW $
9439'

PICTURES1 LAMPS

NOW $2"

SOFA - LOVE SEAT- CHAIR

6 gun and 10 gun

All Solid Heavy Wood
2 Finishes in Pine
N•

35,000 Sq. Feet of
Fine Furniture
Low Overhead
Anyone over
5'8" duck

MR. COMFORT

DLNINGROOM SUITE
Regular
$3,221.00

$699"

NOW

BASSETT "Main Street

DININGROOM SUITE

Compare
at $599.00

Compare at
$899.00

Table - Hutch Buffet - 5 Side Chairs
1 Arm Chair 20% OFT

NOW
Compare at
$29.95

Herculon Covers. English Pub

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE SOLID CHERRY

With Glass Shelves

BROYHILL 8 PC.

Compare at
$139.00

$11500

FLOWER STANDS

$7900 & $8900

Compare at
$1700.00 NOW

8 in all. Some of the finest fabrics to choose from

Herculon & Vinyl

For mantel or shelf or wall

sp.

$2490°

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE

CENTURION CLOCKS

1

CURIO CABINETS

CEDAR CHEST
RECORD CABINETS

LA-ZY BOY

HERCULON FABRIC

v

LANE

HOWARD 2 PC. COUNTRY LOOK

Compare at
$799.00

••••,.

./.• • AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE

BROYHILL SOFAS & CHAIRS

10% OFF
"SLOPPY JOE" 7 PC.

LIVINGROOM GROUP
All 7 Pieces, with reversible cushions.
Compare at
$499.00

NOW

000
$39.,

KEMP

BROYHILL

BEDROOM SUITE

BEDROOM SUITE

All white • with flower trim
Bed - Dresser- Mirror. Chest

Ship wheel for boys, candle fine
Bed- Dresser- Mirror - Chest

'Compare at
$499.00

NO.1369N

Compare at
$699.00

"WE HAVE Ilys!ZIED HIGH PRICES

Market 414 htwitlire
Terry and Geraldine Sykes — Managers

1

$49900
NOW

Free Delivery
Financing
Arranged Lay-a-way
Cash Money Talks

414 N. Market — Paris, Tenn.

•
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FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — and that the effectiveness of
There was no basis for the staff was impaired. The
allegations that the ef- blame was laid on Conn.
fectiveness of the Legislative . Prather said in a telephone
Research Commission staff W interview Wednesday that the
was impaired by the actionSof investigation was based on
its director, Philip Conn, the information supplied by
LRC co-chairmen have "various
people"
inconcluded.
dependently of Conn. "Our
In a report released Wed- wish was that they do this
nesday, Senate President Pro without conferring with him,"
Tern Joe Prather, 1)-Vine Prather said.
Grove, and House Speaker
Conn also said he had asked
William Kenton, D-Lexington, staff members to provide
said their investigation had Kenton and Prather with
produced no evidence that the detailed information, and that
quality of the LRC staff work those reports were "written
had deterioriated.
independently."
"It is our opinion that those
Among the conclusions in
services are improving rather the report on the inthan deteriorating," Prather vestigation:
and Kenton said,"and that the
—Legislative services
director and staff deserve our provided by the LRC staff —
most sincere commendation such as bill and resolution
and strongest support."
drafting and preparation of
The LRC co-chairmen the legislative record — have
launched their investigation improved over previous
several weeks ago after the years.
publication of allegation—Staff
services
to
s—attributed to unnamed legislative committees have
sources— saying-,that the kept pace with expanding
morale of the LRCstaff was at interim committee activity.
an all-time low, that the
"We found no evidence that
turnover rate was excessive, the staff services to the

•

Glasgow Nevispaper
Sold To Corporation
GLASGOW,Ky.(AP)—The
ownership of the Glasgow
Publishing Corp. is being
transferred through a stock
sale to the Donrey Media
Group of Fort Smith, Ark.,
Carroll )(nicely, publisher of
the Glasgow Daily Times, has
announced.
__
The Glasgow firm publishes
the Glasgow Daily Times and
the Glasgow Republican, a
weekly newspaper, and
operates a - commercial
printing department.
anmaking
the
_ In
Wednesday,
nouncement
)(nicely., president of the firm
and publisher of both
newspapers, said he was
"pleased to transfer operating
ownership
these
of
newspapers and the printing
operation to the Donrey group.
-They are nationally
known, well-experienced and
highly competent newspaper
people," he said. "We make
this change with full confidence that the independence,
integrity ad high level of
community service we have
endeavored to provide will not
only continue but will
hopefully be enhanced."
principal
Knicely,
stockholder of tbe Glasgow
Publishing Corp., said he and
all other stockholders have

agreed to the sale of the stock
to Donrey and that actual
transfer of operations will
occur about Nov. 1.
Donrey Media Group is a
newspaper, broadcast and
outdoor media operating firm
with operations in 11 states. It
publishes 31 daily newspapers
and 11 weeklies, operates
three television stations, five
radio stations and six outdoor
advertising plants.
Combined circulation of
Donrey's newspapers exceeds
375,000.
The Glasgow operation will
be under the direction of
Donrey Eastern Division Vice
President Ross Pendergraft.
"We are pleased that Mr.
Knicely has agreeed to remain
with
associated
the
newspapers as publisher. A
general manager will be
named for the operation in the
near future," Pendergraft
said. "Glasgow Publishing
has a fine staff of employes
and we have no plans for any
changes in personnel or
general operating policies."
Knicely, who also publishes
the Pineville Sun and Cumberland Courier at Pineville,
said the sale of the Glasgow
operation will not affect the
Pineville newspaper.

AT THAT MOMENT

legislature had deteriorated
or were likely to deteriorate,"
the report said. "In fact, we
found just the opposite — that
overall, productivity by any
measure is increasing."
The report also said the
turnover rate in 1976 has not
been significantly different
from that in 1972.
The authors noted that
several staff members resign
after every legislative session,
including- some valuable
employes. But they said,
"judging by their credentials,
the staff which is replacing
them will prove to be adequate
replacemenIs.
The report does not address
the allegation that morale is
low among LRC staff members.
Prather said he and Kenton
"thought it would serve no
purpose to rehash it.
"If—there was a morale
problem to the extent some
people insinuate, it has gotten
better to the point where we
didn't detect it as a problem
00.w," he said.
However, Prather also said
he and Kenton chose not to
talk to individual LRC staff
members, but spoke instead
with the heads of various
divisions within LRC.
Conn said, -the productivity
around here speaks for itself.
"People with poor morale
do not perform in an efficient
manner."
He added that anyone who is
a "drone, hack or a goof-off
will have terrible morale in
the atmosphere we try to
create.
•
"On the other'hand, highly
competent
professionals
thrive in the atmosphere we
try to maintain," he said.
"So long as we attract the
right people and repel the
wrong people, we have the
right kind of working
climate," he said.

Purcell Is
Co-Author
Of Article
Dr. Ken Purcell, assistant
professor of recreation and
physical education at Murray
State University, is a coauthor of a research article
published in the July-August
issue of the American
Correctide Therapy Journal.
Entitled "The Effect of
Physical Training on Cardiac
Output and Physical Work
Capacity in Young Women,"
the article is based on
research done by Purcell and
two collaborators in 197344
while he was a doctoral
student at Florida State
University.
A project of the Movement
Science Program at Florida
State, the study was funded in
part by a faculty research
grant. Dr: Douglas P. Smith
and Dr. Ronald J. Byrd, who
were both members of the
physical education faculty at
Florida State, were involved
in the study with Purcell.
Twenty-eight physically
untrained women volunteers
were the subjects of the study
to evaluate the effect of a
continuous nine-week endurance training program on
cardiac output and related
measures in physically
inactive women 20 to 30 years

•
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A Lady Called Lex
For several days the two fleets have been groping for each other like blindfolded
boxers.
The Americans have radar, the Japanese none. But a tropical storm is skittering
through the Coral Sea between
New Guinea and Guadalcanal, making surface search difficult: The goal of
the escorted Japanese troopships is Port
Moresby, on New Guinea. If the enemy can establish a base there he will isolate Australia
by cutting the shipping
lanes to the United States.
But- the main targets of the opposing fleets are two carriers with the Japanese strike force—Zuikaka and
Shokaku—and the two US, carriers of Task Force 17,, Yorktown and Lexington. 'The "Lady Lex" is a big one,
originally laid down as a battle cruiser and modified after the Washington Nayal Treaty of 1921 that restricted fleet
May 8,1941 0600 houri. The Japanese Launch search planes, thinking the US.carriers-are.to the south.
0625: American scout craft take off for a 360-degree hunt. Capt. Forrest C Sherman, the Lexington's skipper, thinks
both sides will find and hit each other at the same time.
0815: Contact with the Japanese carriers. Lexington and Yorktown launch attack planes which hit Shokaku with
three bombs,forcing her to retire.
1100: Japanese torpedo bombers find Task Force 17. They skim in on either boss of the Lexington'so,that no matter where she turns a torpedo will find her. Eleven miss but at 1118 one torpedo hits her port bow. Then another.'
Then two direct bomb hits,
Cmdr. H. R. Healy, damage control officer, and his men gel the fires and leaks under control. -But I suggest, sir," he
tells Sherman,"that if you hayeto.take any more torpedoes, you take them on the starboard side."
1247: Gas fumes from ruptured fuel lines ignite, apparently from a sparking generator, and the Lexington is torn by
explosions. The thickened paint feeds the flames. Healy and most of his crew arrelle?d. Communications are all but.
worthless. The Lexington burns.
1707: Sherman is told-by the task force commander,”Well,let's get the men off," They crawl down ropes over the
steaming sides of the huge ship. Boats and rafts go into the water. Everyone but those already dead gets safely ofE
Sherman checks the ship to make sure. Then he goes to his cabin for his best gold braid cap.
"They tell me there won't be any more real gold braid until after the war," he says. Then he. too, abandons ship,
the last man to go.
2000; Still on an even keel, the Lexington goes down.
Tactically, the Japanese win. But the Battle of the Coral Sea marks the farthest Japanese penetration in the Southwest Pacific Task force 17 has turned back the landing on New Guinea.
,

Ambulance Service Not
Covered By Open Records

FRANKFORT, Ky.(A131 —
Kentucky's Open Records
Law doesn't require an ambulance service to divulge
information on patients it
carries, the state attorney
general's office says.
Dan Woods Waillington,
news director at radio station
'The Arrowhead
WCBL, Benton, asked the
Franks in
attorney general if the
Marshall County Ambulance
jonn's Advertisement
Service is required to release
Should have read
such infohnation, saying its
policy is not to do so.
Records of ambulance
service board meetings,
"resolutions, regulations, tax
levies and other pertinent
matters" are open to public
inspection, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Carl T. Miller replied in an
opinion released Wednesday.
But he added, "It is'the
opinion of the attorney general
that the names of persons
transported by the ambulance
_ctage-service may be kept conPurcell joined the faculty at fidential as an exception to the
Murray State in 1974.
Open Records Law."
The law, he said, does not
apply to "public records
containing information of a
personal nature where the
public disclosure thgreof,
would constitute a clearly
The
Jeweler
unwarratited invasion of
1111.1111•1
Wild
personal privacy."
1:
is
AVM
In another opinion, Asst.
arreemsowim
where
Raspberry
Atty. Gen. Robert L.
you
For '
Chenoweth said that it is up to
local
school boards to decide
euxtart
Unique
Make
parent's
whether
a
verification that a pupil was
Gifts
Your
absent from school because of
I ULU!'
"illness or necessity" 0%1Own
st it utes a "valid excuse."
"We recognize that some
Craft
parents Might verify an abSuivlies
sence of their child was due to
'Save
MM..
illness or of necessity when in
Youo-Own
To Make
fact such was not the case at
90%
all," Chenoweth vrrote'in reply
There
to a query from Cecil C.
Fisher, pupil personnel
Ihreclor. for the Trimble
Chestnut 8 641
County schools.
However, he said, — We

Now Open in Dixieland

mensummin

aZu

753-0859

753-7701

Annual Membership Meeting
Calloway County
Farm Bureau

believe a determination of
what is a 'valid excuse' rests
in the peticy making authority
of the local board of •
education."
"We can only suggest that
this -problem be attacked by
requiring either a doctor's
certificate concerning the
illness or a personal affidavit
of the parent or guardian," the
opinion said.
In another matter, the attorney general's office told
William E. Wehrman Jr., city
attorney for Edgewood in
northern Kentucky, that state
law requires a two-thirds vote
of an entire city council to
override a veto by a mayor.
An override "would require
a two-thirds vote of the entire
council and not a two-thirds
vote of those attending the
meeting," said the opinion by
Asst. Atty. Gen. Walter C.
Herdrnan.
The opinions represent the
interpretation of the attorney
general's office and do not
carry the force of law.

October 5, 1976
7:30 p. m.
Calloway County Farm
Bureau Office
309 So. 5th

Long

1 Group

Smock Tops
& Blouses
s

I Group New

40%
Girls and Boys
off
Coats 20%
10% Off

lower Sows steady 1.00

US 34 140-2410
US 3-4 SO-31011w
Sows
US14275-3511 lbs.
US14311114:411as
(41441161/11/lb.
US 3411104111 lbs.
Boers11.0142.00

Foll

Skirts-Jackets-Dresses
Goucho Pants

Federal State Market News Servwe Sep
tember,
30, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes II Baying Stations
Receipts: Mt. 4112 MEL 411 arrows 1.
tower
US 1-2 Navalbs.
US 1-3 300-240 lbs.

Shirts
$300
8 Short Sleeve
Boy's

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Gifts fully

t

No Basis For Allegations, LRC
Co-Chairmen Conclude In Report

/35 00-3550
$34 75-3500
/34 00-3475

033 00-34 00
121.00-29.00

$211.311-20101
129.00-211.10
127.01141.00

Every Other Item
Throughout The Store
Bargains Inside & Out

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.2,
up 0.1. Below dam 302.1, up
0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
up 0.1. Below darn 304.1, up
1.3.
Sunset 6:43. Sunrise 6:51.

Sherry's
Court Sq. Paris', Tenn.
Atk

off

A
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Meet Ronald and shake his hand at
McDonald's
107 N.12th
Murray,Ky.
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Report Suggests That Schorr's
Source Connected With Congress
a

WASHINGTON(AP)- The
final House Ethics Committee
report on the Daniel Schorr

Fast Rim Service
At Big Discount
Full
Roll

2.49

Loa As

Fresh Color ow
Film
"12 Elvp
Artcraft Studios
us S. 121.
753-0935
Free Parking At lteer Door

Answer to Wednesdays
Puzzle

Crossword Puzzler

tiubstitu to
MAt Slot RI SAME
Icolloo
ANETIAREOPLAY
3 Allow
Cl TAT 1ONSRETE
4 Flying mamEl ATEINOT10E;
male
5 RUbber tree
lit.EssevANIII I
IREPI1STRANGER
6 Pall
7 Document
AiREAIROTISLOE
DISCRACED1AWE
n...6 ,_
Su re
glo-oaAoloarroorsee
a
On money
STRIRESIATONE
10 Illuminated
RAI
,GALLOPED
11 River in
IIREOLAW N
AR
Scolind
OCADOELSA
on
1b
7 Baan
deity
19 Latin con43 River In
32 Model
junction
Siberia
33 Condensed
44 Repair
moisture
22 Jump
24 Printer's , 38 Chinese
45 Mental immeasure,'
distance
25 Rocklish'•
48 te
Ciltinporary
measure
25 Spoken
shelter
87 Twirl
47
Mountain
38
Storage
27 Pen
church
place for
48 ?t;I:olrirlian s
28 Burden'
cars
name
29 Butill41
40 Ethical
19 Meadow
41 Symbol for 50 Afternoon
clump
30 Plunge
iron
party

- ACROSS
1 Cleaning
utensil
4 Collide with
8 Frigid
12 Eleveragel
13 Appellation
• Athim,
14 Greet Lake
15 winaht of
Indra
18 Moderate
IC Domicil.,
20 WitI p
21 Pronoun
22 Pronoun
23 Danish ie.
lend
27 In music,
high
29 Rocky hill
30 Roadside
restaurant
31 River in Italy
32 Fargnt (collob
33 Noise
34 A continent
labbr
35 Dinner
course
37 Corded
cloth38 Female (cotlog)
39 Prepare tor
print
40 Cut
1 Note of
Scale
42 Sounds
horn
44 Earn
47 Solemnize
51 Fruit drink
52 Above
53 Solar disk
54 Army officer

latibr
55 mu,
se Conduct
57 Dine

DOWN
1 Pulverize
2 Butter

case reportedly suggests that
Schorr's source for the House
intelligence report was
someone connected with
Congress rather than with the
Ford administration.
The Ethics Committee,
meeting in closed session
Wednesday, appreured the
final report on Mai $150,000
investigation into reillo leaked
the House intelligence committee's final report to Schorr.
Members said the report
does not suggest the specific
indentity of the person who
might have leaked the report
to Schorr or even narrow the

number of possibilities to a
few identifiable people.
But one member said the
Ethics Committee report
suggests the leak most likely
came frorn someone connected with the House intelligence committee because
the version published in the
Village Voice in February
does not match the two versions that the intelligence
committee distributed among
administration officials.
The member said, however,
that Schorr still could have
been leaked the report by
someone in the administration
who in turn had received it
from someone connected with
the intelligence committee.
Schorr, who resigned this
week as a CBS correspondent,
has said he provided a copy of
the intelligence report to the
Village Voice, a New York
weekly. He has refused to tell
the committee who leaked it to

PUT IT IN THE
2 Not,

4°
2 Not ce

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

753-1441
153-1621
753-6952
753-9332

TURKEY SHOOT. 2-10 p.
m. Saturday, October 2,
1976. Two traps. One for
beginners only. 50 bird
event
after
dark.
Jackson Purchase Gun
Club, Highway 121
between Stella and
Coldwater.

113-5131

153-3994
Comprehensive
Care
. . . . 753-un
Poison Control
. 753-7588
Senior Citizen .. . 753-0929
Needline
753-NEED
Learn Id Read.
753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Time

THE UNDERSIGNED
will sell at public sale
for cash the following:
1972 International
tractor, serial No.
461950, 1972 International tractor, serial
no. 440044, 1973 Hobbs
flat trailer, serial no.
420203 at 2:00 p. m.
October 6, 1976 at Taylor
Motors, 303 South 4th
Street, Murray, Ky. The
undersigned
reserves
the right to bid.
Associates Financial
Services Co., Inc.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
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Help
Wanted

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

Mechanic - with
management ability.
Apply in person,
Murray Muffler and
Autonebtive Center.
7th & Maple Streets.
Murray, Ky.

5 _21

r-d

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

BABYSITTER IN MY
home from 11:30a. m. to
3:00 p. m. Must have
,own transportation. Call
753-7550 after 3 p.m.

Steak and
Pizza Cooks

HELP

Experience preferred

WANTED

all evening hours

LOST BLACK female
Labrador puppy. If
found call 753-0118.
Reward. $20.00.

APPLY IN POISON
from 1-4 any day
en4E6
4

LOST MALE Toy white
poodle, no collar.
Vicinity of 16th Street.
Child's pet. Call 7538246.

k•Nte0
ll

a\r--.
wh

Steak & Pizza House
1201 Chestnut
WANTED,
SALES
consultant
o has
sales exsuccessf
perience Earn $3004500
per week, plus - auto
bonus.
expense
Tremendous future if
you are the right person:
Must be married,
honest, dependable, and
wining to assume
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.

6 Help W3nted

FETCH' MEUIS TO
RETRIEVE OR TO 60
GET SOMETHING .

WANTED BODY MAN
must be experienced;
pay accordingly, to
work for a New and
Used Car Dealer in
Central Wisconsin.
Cover-alls
furnistigd.
Insurance, "-paid
holidays, and .wication.
Send resume to Box 32A,
Murray.

THIS MOT ei THE 'LEARN
fief DOING MeTHOD„.

OH, I'M SORRLe
'1 T801)6i-IT 401./ WANTED
T'tiE DEFINITION...

I.

f.11

NANCY

in
L

I CAN'T

Murray State University's

WESTERN STYLE SQUARE DANCING

THESE DAYS

Bedding a Kentucky lOng Rifle. $25
Techniques hi Home Sewing, $tEl
.1.
Guitar, SID
Intermediate Waterfowl hunting, $6
Making Money Work for you, $10
ESP Through the Tarot, $3
Hunter Safety and Conservation, $12
Amateur Radio license, $S
Advanced Bridge, $10
Interpersonal Communication Skills, $10

.1111111

••

COMPLETE AND MAIL THE COUPON BEIOW
FORAASY, ADVANCE REGISTRATION

11f,

-e.1.1,E
. 'USN.

LINO.

BEETLE BAILEY
Ti-IE NEW LOCAT)ON %;11:i
PICKED FOR Tf4E BULLETIN
BOARD WON'T WORic,
5AR&E

(..NA'r.
HAT 5 THE
TRCUSLE F
__......
\i-

GOOD USED FARM
wagon with grain sides.
Call 753-6567.

Vov
air,of

GOOD USED motor
washer. Call 474-9740 or
474-2257.

THE PHANTOM
I STILL THINK ONE oF
OUR GUYS SLUGGED SAm.
FIND OUT IF ANYONE'S
FatoiN5 WITH HIM,,.

THIS 15 CRAZY.
HOW COULD
ANYBODY GET
-ABOARD? UNLESS
17'9 A FISH_
OR HAS WiNG9.

HEY„, ALL THE LOOT
LEFT IT ON THE TABLE..?
IT'S GONE?

15. Articles For Sale

min
lin
m.riBE„,
BUT THAT

0

MARK

•
mom

Men

BLONDIE
ONLY $2Z A BOTTLE

This %owe N...M.S MADE
ESPECIALLY FOR
KING LOUIS XtV

TwA-rs AL.ITTL
HIGH

oquer YOU

HAVE

SOMETHING

-•
.
41‘1

9•30

Office Phone

WHEN YOU SENT ME UP FOR

Social Security Number

-HA^-HArr-

Name of Course Desired'.'...._

-/ MUST/VTI/UMP TO 77-/ELIA/FAR
CO/VC-WS/ON 77--/ATMY L/Z. CUEN7/5 A G4OCK /3C-CALI5EALL /-//5
i305//VE5S ASSOC/A t&O ARE rr--

LIFE

Other classes 1 would like to see offered

It

My check for S

LARGE CHEST TYPE
freezer for sage. $80. Call
436-5628.
CORNER GROUT lounge
set. Seats 6 by day,
sleeps 2 by night.
Excellent condition.
$150. Call 753-8124 after 4

FRENCH PROVINCIAL
china cabinet and
Contemporary burnt
orange sofa. Quality
brass chain lamp. Call
753-4455. -

-710111
116

O..

TV -ANTENNA with
rotary motor. Call 4354566.

I.

LI'L ABNER
sumeY, etuesra\J- •
-c YOLI LOOK LIUSTAS RUGGED AS

BEFORE YOU BUY your
Ashley Wood heater,
check with Uncle Joes
Intscown, Dover, Tenn,
Call 232-5106.

He DRANK BEFORE HE GOT TO

0

Home Phone

FARM 50-100 acres in
Calloway County with
good house or. building
site. Call 753-4788.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold
Call 753-9232.

\
La

Center for Continuing Education
"Life and Learning Program"
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071
ZiP

CHRISTIAN
Book
Center, 808 Chestnut.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.

WOULD LIKE TO buy
good
refrigerator,
frgezer and washer and
dryer. Breakfast set.
Call 49208300.

TO:

Address

10 Business Opportunity

USED CHEST type
freezer. Call 753-0605.

WE HIT.
/-1A/CDPAN

rit

Name

_..... CASHIER JOB WANTED. Days preferred.
Experienced. 81 hours
Vocational training. Call
753-4590.

GIRLS BIKE with
t-aining wheels and
coaster brakes. Call 4892435.

'
*art:
IFIV4W;z%

lj

cr-30

Enjoying flowers. 5,8
Personal Growth lot Women, $10
Fundamentals of Knitting, 111
Using with the law, $11
Broadcast Engieeerint $20
Parents Night Om,$12
Bask Woodcraft, $24
Beginning Bridge, $16
Oriental Cooking. 5.8

9 Situations Wanted

14. Want To Buy

BALLROOM DANCING

THESE FINE CLASSES ALSO BEING OFFERED
FALL TERM CLASSES START OCTOBER 4

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and
other; products. Call 7535550.

GUITAR, PIANO, voice.
121 South and New
Concord area. Call 7535747.

traction in the beginning basis of western style square dancing. Registration by couples.
Charles Ashby, It Instructor
- Dec. 30 7 to 9 p. m.
9#10llvaraley
'Oct. 7
20i, Roy Stewart Stadium
$39'per couple
1,3 imams

Have In, get exercise, and build confidence by learning social dancing Fax trot, Cha-cha, Waltz and Swing fa
couples only.
Charles and Elsie Thurman, Instructorl
Monday, Oct. 11 - Nov. 15 1:30 to 9:30 1). m.
Room 206. REF Stewart Stadium
$SO per couple
.
sessions...... .

S44

MEM

NOW ALL THE OLD
ARE NEW)
TO ME

RERUNS

ANYTHING

Semester
Life and Learning
HATHA YOGA
See otel Yoga co do lot fool Kno a trim figwe, obtain better heal* sad Man to calm your norm. lbe geode
marmoreal of Erma um be done by anyone no matter bow out of shape yes might Erik you are. $3 for booklet to be
*by the Modest at the (kid night of class
Dirie-Stal7idar
lkorsday, Oct. 14 - Dec.23 7 to 8:15 p. m.
horn 226, Roy Stewed Stadium
10 sessions
$12

sgEtvi-

TO REMEMBER

Wanted local girl or
lady to work in TV &
Stereo Store. Can be
college tudent with
esidence here.
pe
811r R•981811 to P. 0.
x 324

"Arise Distributor fee Rood
McNulty
114nd
Maps.
besionsi
Mogi
profit.
Service
Co
established accts. Ns
solliag. Investment $23410S12,500
I. Send
name, address, phone, & 3
references • Perseneel Mgr.
WACO seen Dresden Rd.
rhea, Al.. 15210 205-11651$44"

1 *i
7

3 More Classes

WANTED MECHANIC,
must be experienced,
pay accordingly, to
work for a New and
Used Car Dealer in
Central Wisconsin.
furnished.
Cover-ails
paid,
Insurance,
holidays, and vacation.'
Send resume to Box 32A,
Murray.
WANTED'BABYSITTER
in my home, 3 days a
wet*. Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. Call
753-8261.

Found

LOST RED want faced
cow near Locust Grove
Church. If found please
call Jimmy Cooper, 7539357-

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline,753-6333.
A.

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.

ALL WHITE Samoyd
dog, named Tascha, on
Hazel Highway to South
16th. Call 753-1390 or 7532403.

NOTICE
NUBS DUNN is now
associated vsith the West
Side Sorbet Shop No op
pointinent necessary. PNis
tv of Parking. 'Phone 751
4406

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wantid

2 Notice

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

At the time of the
publication, several of
President Ford's aides
blamed the intelligence
committee for the leak and
harshly denounced the panel's
asserted inability to keep
secrets. But some commitite
members said it could have "
been leaked by someone in the
News, Society and
administration to make the
Sports
753-1918,
committee look bad, although
Retail Display . adthey did not know who. vertising 753-1919.
Ethics Chairman John
Classified Display,.
Flynt, D-Ga., and Rep.
Classified, Circutatl=
Charles E. Bennett, D-Fla., a
,on and the Business
panel member, have said they
Office
may
be
believe they know who leaked
reached on 753the report but that they cannot
1916 and 753-191 7.
name the person because
there is no proof.
However, Bennett and othir
1.1 %%I IS
members said the final Ethicg:
Committee report does not
FETCH?
suggest that the probe Cracked
5IR!
down the source.

11111ILK:11111111111Eilaill1111111111
1111111011111BUNIIIIMI
HMI
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FOR RESULTS

4 11

_is eneeleserl.
Cast

Ise

YELLOW CHROME
dinette,
825!
Old
dressing table with
mirror, $15. Call 4928895.

A
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15 Articles For Sale

19. Farm Equipment

27 Mobile Home Sales

41.Public Sales

46 Hume,. For Sale

43 Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale

44

91
WELL CONSTRUCTED 3
3
,,
.
full
CONSTRUCTED
WELL
bedroom house, with
FOUR YEAR OLD mare,
1969 ALLEN MOBILE
ROBERTS
H FARMALL tractor and
REMOVE CARPET
bedroom house, with full
basement and efficiency
well broke, camping
fur937-4776.
home.
Partially
leader
For
Call
Sale
-your
hog.
REALTYbush
Ii
piths and spots; fluff
upstairs.
and efficiency
basement
apartment
trailer. 1969 350 Honda,
Includes
nished.
needs
1976
in sales for
3
beaten down nap with
upstairs.
zoned
garage,
apartment
car
"
Two
Call 436-2459.
refrigerator and stove.
your listings. Call 753Blue Lustre. Rent
To car garage, zoned
HAY EQUIPMENT for
E-3. Close to downtown
Partially carpeted. All
1651, if you are in29
shampooer., Western
downtown
to
Close
sale. Haybine crusher, 2
and churches.
B-3.•
shopping
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
electric window air
terested in selling your
Auto, home of "Wishing
C.
churches.
John
and
tractors.
Allis
Chalmer
shopping
$20,000.
3-toads desks, chairs
$2000.00.
conditioner.
property.
Well Gift Shop."
Thornton
C.
John
Call 753-3739.
$20,000.
Neubauer Realtor, 753and file cabinets. Over
Call 767-4053.
SALE,
GARAGE'
Neubauer Realtor, /530101 or call Brice RatTile
50 selections of 4x8
9 x 12 RED SHAG carpet
Thursday September 30,
0101 or call Brice Ratterrie, 753-5911.
paneling from $2.75 to
JUST LISTED - 3
770 CASE TRACTOR with
Marble
Friday October 1.
with foam backing, like
753-5911.
terree,
x
10
home
MOBILE
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex1959
parcels of property
1121.1N
front end loader and
Everything must go.
new. If interested call
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
50. Call 753-4)209.
located at 12th and
BY OWNER. Six room
plow, four 14. Call 7531718 Holiday Drive. Call
753-9357.
exterior siding at $7.20.
Poplar Street. This
brick, large family
house
BEDROOM
TWO
4848.
7534200.
ENTUB
BATH
1973 ALL ELECTRIC 12 x
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
for
double garage,
desirable
room,
is
property
5
furFully
sale.
for
CLOSURE kits. Marble50. Furnished.Complete TWO FAMILY MOVING
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
3,,s acres. Location at
rental purposes now and
for
deal
A
nished.
colors
solid
ized and
200 AMP pole, air
Phone 587-2420.
Almo,Ky.Call 753-0084.
16
could be used for other
DEERE
someone, who wants to
JOHN
SALE. Beds, dressers,
-- an be installed by
conditioner, and porpurposes when 12th
drilL
out of a trailer into
wheat
move
hole
vanity
marble
72"
new
Murray
amateur.
ches. Ready to move. otop, riding mower,
CLEAN ING EST CARStreel is widened. If you
OWNER MOVING - 3
a furnished house. All
Located 1 mile North of
Every Coot in Store
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
you ever
Call after 6 p. m. 489cleaner
in
PET
interested
bedroom, kitchen,
are
or
753-8819
Call
"electric heat and air.
Almo.
'sewing machine, file
On Sole
2242.
used. So easy too. Get
property with an income
dining room, all built4 acres of ground.
About
753-4731.•
with
chair
cabinet,
THREE)
6 USED 'DOORS,
The Youth Shop
r
Blue Lustre. Rent
Call 437-4214.
now and for speculation
ins, electric heat and
ottoman, new iron fence
10, windows complete
electric shampooer. Sig
504 Main
laundry room and
later. Let Linda Drake
air,
vacuum,
clothes,
post,
WE
BUY
used
mobile
with frames. Call 753- 806 INTERNATIONAL
1
X, Bel Air Shopping
Behind Peoples Bonk
large bath. Call 489-2116
or any of the other sales
household items, toys,
homes. Top pi.ces paid.
BY OWNER: 7 room
tractor, '12 ft Inter0605.
Center.
1
after 6 p.m.
persons show you this
accessories.
horse
with
Saddle
and
Spur
house
Trailer
5-16
style
ranch
disc.
national wheel
C.
John
Call
property.
to
5,
Friday noon
Sales, Paducah. Call
75 acres (2 acres in
season
MSU
in. semi-int. plows. Two
TWO
Neubauer Realtors, 753Saturday 8'to 5. 216 N.
492-1918 or 443-8226.
acres
70
timber,
row Ford drill. Call 395basketball tickets. Chair
0101 or Linda Drake at
Three
13th. Call days 435-4589,
tillable).
185
1975
SUZUKI
7463.
seats. Call 753-8034.
753-0492.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
nights, 753-5906.
bedroom house with
motorcycle. 1300 miles
garage.
attached
Like hew. See at Watson
FIREWOOD. Any kind.
20. Sports Equipment
TWO BEDROOM trailer
redecorated.
Recently
Used Cars. Call 753-2651
$13.00 a rick. Deliver.
INfor rent. Private lot. Call FIVE PARTY Yard Sale' FOR ALL. YOUR
3
Friday and Saturday. 9NEW 44 Magnum model
or 489-2455.
Two stock barns, 70'
-Call 753-9811.
SURANCE or real
753-4726.
furgas
Furniture,
5.
Call
3n."
barrel.
29, Sand
equipment shed, dairy
estate needs. Call
nace, tools, clothing,
479-2346 after 5.
outother
barn,
ONE SET 14" steel belted
FOR SALE HONDA SL
Wilson Insurance and
1972 12 X 50 1 bedroom,
.1
appliances,
antiques,
under
All
tires and a home stereo.
buildings.
100. $150. Call 7534863. 753-3263.
Estate,
Real
couple.
for
ideal
nice,
Boat.
Flote
1973 HARRIS
professional hair dryer.r.L. Across from Post Offide.
One
fence.
wire
Call 753-7413.
woven
LoCated at Riviera Ct.
9
28', 120 h. p. stern drive.
much more. 142 mile
mile west of Dexter on
HARLEY DAVIDSON
Call 753-9915.
175
good
ACRES
of
farm
Call,
condition.
Excellent
East of Coldwater.
Hickory Grove Rd.
TWO OLD PIE SAFES.
chopper, basket case.
If
land With lots of crop
753-9813.
Price $100,000. Call 753Cheap. Call 753-8301
Will sell or trade. Call
TRAILF,J1 FOR RENT. THREE PARTY YARD
land for bean, corn or
before 5 p. m.
5618:
436-5495 after 5.
Gas heat. See Brandon
wheat. Some bottom
Sale, Saturday October
DEER RIFLE:'7.65"MM'
Electric.
Dill
at
Dill
land that could be
2nd at Murray Auto
08 Automotive Ser,.,ce
Mauser, Weaver K4
FIREWOOD FOR Sale.
Boyd-Majors Real Estate, 105 N. 12th St.,
Located on New Concleaned for additional
a.
7
lot.
parking
500
sling,
Salvage
leather
Scope,
.
Hickory
and
Oak.
Audra
Murray, Ky. is pleased to announce that
cord Highway, next to
Three Bedroom Brick
crop space Reasonably
FOUR CHEVY MAGS
m. until ? Lots of
rounds ammunition.
Different prices. Call
Moody has passed her examination and is now a
Drive In Theatre.
Mouse, central gas
may
Owner
priced.
with tires. Adaptors for
plants,
shoes,
clothes,
753-5039.
Call
437-4481
or
437-4743.
has
Moody
Ms.
licensed Real Estate Broker.
heat and air, carnets,
C.
finance. JOHN
V. W. Call 753-0605.
•
hundreds
bikes,
radios,
32 Apartments For Rent
been associated with Boyd-Majors for the past
22 Musical
large kitchen, dining,
NEUBAUER,
miscellaneous items.
of
She
salesperson.
and
secretary
'as
three years
49 Used Cars & Trucks
REALTOR, 505 Main
den area. Oty water.
Prestone
Don't miss it!
BALDWIN organ with FOUR ROOM furnished
and ber husband, Reuben,reside at 715 Goodman
St, Murray, 753-0101 or
end
Mail
Geroge.
'automatic rhythms, 1
apartment, couples
Anti-Freeze
St. with their daughter, Sandra. Their daughter,
1872 NOVA Chevrolet::
753-7531.
school bus. Located
only, deposit required.
year old. Excellent
Susan Bowerman,is employed with the Bank of
Also camper top. Call
$377
2
/
1
on•
west
miles
3
Call 767-4055.
condition. Call 753-8992
Murray, and their son, Steve, is an accountant in
44 Lots For Sale
'
5:30 7534248.
after
SerRood.
Lynn Grove
after 5 p.m.
Columbia,S. C.
Murray
Call
Door.
the
at
vice
34. Houses For Rent
with
150 FT. X 100 FT. lot
GREEN': •
1971 DARK
Home L
753-5686 after 4 p.m.
or without trailer. Eight
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Vega, automatic. Call
115
BEAUTIFUL MODERN
Auto
trees, located in Roberts
organs. Rent to pur•
753-3754.
redwood and stone 2
Chestnut St
Lonardo
plan.
chase
Estates. Four miles
P:11;40110
bedroom country home.
./
HOUSE AND LOT 100 x
East of Murray. Call
Piano Company, across
175 Keenland off
Central heat, air and
FO
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
q2. Two bedrooms,
from Post Office, Paris,
767-4053.
Duran Road. Three
$225 .
vacuuta.
2k-2 miles North of
living room,kitchen and
Tennessee Also The
SALE
45 Farms For Sale
party sale. Furniture,
damage
and
References
Murray on 641'
bath. Fully carpeted. 1:4...
Antique Mall, Court
871 Poetise Ilemeeville, wow
We are now Distributors for
deposit required. Call
TV., glassware, lamArmstrong
vinyl
Mrs. Elsie Bizzell,407 N.
Murray,
Square,
, factory ea, creismerMe,
BY OWNER -ideal mini
bedspreads,
753-7416.
ps,
cushion floor i1 9 and 12
3rd, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Kentucky.
. 150.08. Cwil 753-5734.
farm, 14 acres of land
clothes - childrens to
ft. widths,14 patterns to
Call 753-4418.
•
house.
bedroom
2
and
COMPONENT
1102
THREE BEDROOM
adults. In extra good
choose from Call 753. GE
1
a)
then
Located 641 South
automatic turntable
bath on Panorama,
condition. Toys, and
4566./We deliver.
ki mile West on Midway
with dust cover. $35.
dishwasher, will rent
We have the
knit remnants. Friday
Road. House and lot face
Ener Prumbingware Division,
with option to buy, must
Also Barclay twin
1rJ. Home Furnishings
largest inventory
October
Saturday,
and
Road.
Midway
pickup, solid body,
have good references.
Wallace-Murray Corporation
of...
land 2nd. 8:30-5:30.
Approximately 10 acres
electric guitar. $30 or $50
No
pets, „ deposit
KIRILSEY FURNITURE
lies along blacktop
with 20 watt Fteverb
required. Call evenings
Store. Used-refinishedMartin Chapel Road.
amplifier. Call 753-7410.
436-2182, days 753-7940.
custom built. Kirksey
YARD SALE: Antique
Good building site.
Crossroads. Call 489furniture, excellent
7'43-3361
in the area
208E. Main
Priced to sell. Call 753CONRAD'S PIANOS -ITHREE BEDROOM, 2
2752.
condition. Collection of
4797. Can- be seen
and
organs, Kimball
bath, furnished home,
assorted antiques. Over
anytime.
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
1.5 miles East ..of
USED WHIRLPOOL
$10,001j" in old coins.
Largest
and
Clark.
Deposit
Murray.
753-3361
dryer,$45. Call 753-3143.
208 E. Main
Thursday, Friday and
46 Homes For Sale
selection in Western
required. No singles.
p.
6
to
m.
a.
10
Saturday.
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Call 767-4055.
SIMMONS TWIN bed
m. This is not a junk BY OWNER: 7 room
Olympic Plazai Murray,
mattress and springs.
sale. 607 South 9th.
house with carport and
36.For Rent Or Lease
Ky.
Zenith 19" portable
garage, brick and rock
43
Estate
Real
black and White TV.Call
24 Miscellaneous
4 acres
1
FOR RENT 26 x 34
exterior on 5/
753-4012.
garage, will store boats. nEDUCED FOR QUICK
(with 600' Highway
female
Black
SALE
FOR
Phone evenings 436-2182,
frontage) 4 miles north
SALE. This extra nice 3
Labrador Retriever.
COUCH AND CHAIRS,
days 753-7940.
of Murray on Highway
at
1602
home
bedroom
One year old. $95•00.
electric range, small
Three bedrooms,
641.
has
been
Wiswell
Road
Large pool table with
electric motors. Call 753full basement
bath,
142
to
from
$48,500
reduced
Old Almo
FOR LEASE - Building,
Ping pang table top.
5526.
with kitchen, gas central
$43,500.
Owner
leaving
60
x
Call
20
on
saddle
4th.
N.
305
$100. Western
BARGAIN HUNTERS this one is for you. Three
heat and airo 40' x 60'
town. Has central heat
17.Vacuum Cleaners
7534881.
and bridle. $23. Call
bedrooms, family room, huge living room, six
body shop.tflkaillu00.
den
and
air,
beautiful
oners,
753-7585.
air-conditi
room,
m.
4p.
utility
after
closets, large
1510 Canterbury Drive
753-5618. -;
Call
Supplies
2
2
with
baths,
37.
fireplace,
Livestock
All
some furniture, carport, and extra large lot.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
Very
attractive
3.bedroom, 2 bath home with many
x
car
185
garage,
lot
263.
- for only $22,500.
and Service, 500 Maple CUSTOM,. MATTRESS
fine features, including den with fireplace, kitchen,
THREE BEDROOM
MILK COW for sale. Call
Really somithing to see.
made any size for
Street. New and rebuilt
Yeer business is Mews appreciate/ at ROBERTS MALTY.
formal dining room, living room, utility room, at436-5460 afterjl.p. irpz
brick *neer, central
Contact 'MY SPANN
or
beds
antique
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
with
heat,.
tached 2 car garage with automatic door-opener.
gas
901
REALTY,
campers. Buy direct and
24 Hour answering
TEN PIGS, 8 weeks old.
Large concrete patio in backyard. Priced very
humidifier, central
Sycamore,753-7724.
sate on all mattresses,
service.
Euin Bizzell. Call 753air conditioning.
reasonably at $45,000. Phone us today for other
91:_Wric
Healthopedic or fohm.
4418.
details and an appointment to see this lovely home.
Incited on large lot in
HOME AND 20 ACRES
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
SALES
ELECTROLUX
quiet subdivision inside
just listed. Home is
MY mem tmorto
PIT MINTOONI4311./174
38.
om worn PS) 1,01
Pets Supplies
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
MA POMO 713-61111
and service. Call Tony
UM MUM /134,171
UT SWIM 01.14011
city. Under $30,000. Call
almost new 3 bedroom,2
IC Oka 733 lIlt
Phone 1-442-7323.
753-6760,
Montgomery,
753-1651
MINOR
753-3908 after 5:30 p. m.
bath brick ranck home
112 Sw1111226 Street
male
TWO
OLD
YEAR
day or night.
with
large
rooms,
very
St. Bernard, also
26.TY Radio
TWO NEW THREE
modern kitchen, central
small gertle pony. Call
bedroom bricks at edge
19.*Farm Equipment
electric heat and air,
YEAR OLD
436-5467.
THREE
city. Water and
of
ANNOUNCE
WE ARE PROUD TO
at4 ached
garage.
Ph. 753-1222
711 Main
Kenwood FM-AM stereo
sewer. Will consider
OUR NEW DEALERSHIP IN
of
East
Murray
Located
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
TWO MALE Beagles, one
receiver with PE turtrade. Mid 20's. Built by
In quiet, peaceful area.
needs. Call AAA Fence
AKC with papers.
ntable. TWo UTAH
contractor. Call 753and
machine
shed
Large
dogs.
rabbit
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
Guaranteed
speakers, 3 way, like
3672.
other outside storage on
Paducah, Ky.
$100 per pair. Call 753new. Call 435-4527.
property.
Phone
_7126.
Saturday, October 2nd
and
REDUCED - extra nice
KOPPERUD REALTY,
bath,
2
bedroom,
at 10 a.m.
3
41. Public Sales
753-1222 and inspect this
kitchen-den comfine property.
Rain or Shine.
bination. Price $29,900.
YARD SALE at Waldrops
AUCTION SALE
of Murray, 11
2N.W. of Pen/
N.W.
Six miles
1208 Peggy Ann Drive.
Trailer Ct. Three party, 14 ACRES Sudan hay.
m.
753-8673.
Call
9
m.
a.
to
p.
home.
4
Coleman
Forrest
753.5612.
late
Call
ny at the
keen*,October 2ed, 10 cm.18 sidles Soertb literyfierd, Ity.
Miscellaneous items.
of antiques, household items,
Gel.. Slowed Mono Werth of the store. Al =Morn end I:effecters
Will sell
items.
hand tools, tractor and equipment, selling marFermat/re, glees, chime, primitives, reels, of tiro phials milts
YARD SALE, antiques
ble top wash stand, 5 antique rockers,- small
from
items
Cellectin
Mee.
Smirk's
semi shop Weis frees Utocie fedi
and collectables. Friday
washstand, broad ax, stone jugs and jam, milk
ititchee
oak
sdfes,
)d *tortes, will helephoes, oak icebox, 2 pie
October I. Contrells,
cans, 4 old trunks, lamps, kettle, round dough
I oiliest, cherry rW iii chairs, estrimre rockers, primitive credit,
tray, rolling pin, old books, dressers, bottles,
Palmerssille,Tenn.
sherry lemp Milo, 2 wertiroires, oak Slimy table, reboot bed, tor
8
sewing machine, bedroom suites, wagon seat, lit-moire end dresser, cherry press, 2 oak dressers, 4 treoks. This is
YARD SALE, 11
tle coal stove, 2 wash boards, shoe last, tin door
4 mile
/
just pre of the feroitors, grew of ell kleWro green, pink, blue,
pie safe, ironware, clocks, baby oak rocker,
north of Stella on 121.
depressiee, Iris, wow crystel, lets mere. Room ample tweed cook
quilts, dinner bell, all kinds of horse drawn tools
eeeee, wood sod cad bee* stove, strew mit* bowls, crocks,
Friday noon to ?
and harness. TV.,living room suites, end tables,
Mop, wicker Items, teikeed s.d beer lamps, c.ppsr baler, plenum
Saturday and Sunday 7
led pet, primitive ice picks. T ..del cells, ken kora Mimes, brass
electric stove, Admiral refrigerator deep freeze,
a.
Antiques,
m.
to
?
spitteem, cost Wee rake sears. SCO“ iltrelilf reale, breed ex, feet
2200 Gatishorough Dive
electric cook stove, and a small air conditioner,
20"
clothes,
glassware,
promer.
6"
sem,
table
vim,
eh, sal& meker's boada, beech leg
2 brick home with rostra
1
, electric heater, new .oil stove and lots of hand
Exceptionaly well-be,4 bedroom, 7/
girls bicycles. Odds and
Water, bloW is., 3" bort serder, wood smeethkep plettes, reek eiW
oecletted eerie with pm ere, family
a.
Wet.
metre!
beet,
gee
)tools, rubber tire wagon, Moline tractor with
ends. Rabbits and
spoke plumes. Tom merry petW Items to Nowiro. for lodermethet met
large
mW
raw fennel dieing meek dretWe mirage, fireplace,
plow, disc and cultivator. In real good condition.
cages.
bedrooms with ereik,ie desert.
Lots of small items not mentioned. This is one of
Miller
and
Chester
the better sales and lunch served on the ground.
YARD
Saturday.
SALE,
YOUR LOCAL DEALERI
Service
Auction
Not responsible for accidents.
1 5 lierlh
.
Childrens
805 Bagwell.
435-4128 or 4354144
Terry Shoemaker
clothes, table and
75.3-3361
chairs, high chair,
Auctioneer
NA F. Main
school desk

_ 55 Gal.
Drums

YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday. 10 a. m.
till dark. Turn right at
Almo Heights and watch
for signs. Clothes, toys,
lamps, macrame, Avon
bottles, you name it.

Coat
Sale

=ME

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

Garage
Sale

ELIER
Bath Fixtures

Fiberglass Tub and Shower
Combination

Murray Supply Co., Inc.

Murray Supply
Co., Inc.

NEW LISTING -

2git
va
olU..

KOPPERAJD
-REALTY!!!

Auction Sale

dur-smsatmi
A.Wm..w
WELDERS

SUPPLIES

Murray Supply Co., Inc.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

zraitTi.

•
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Xi
Used Cars
II

I

C.
753-

49 Used Cars & Trucks

969 FORD Club Wagon
Van. 6 cyc. In good
condition mph good
tires. $120070. Phone
354-6217.
1976 FORD GRAN Torino.
Under warranty. New
condition. Call 753-5110.
970 OLDS Holiday Coupe
perfect inside, fully
equipped. Black on
white. Must see to appreciate. $1250. Call 7535859.

- 3
en,
•
and
and
2116

185
es

SL
ON
case.
Call

876 ELITE FORD,white
on white, low mileage.
Phone 753-4670 or 7538934 after 5 p. m.
1973 DATSUN, 1 owner,
good condition. $1450.
1973 Gremlin, 1 owner.
low mileage, good
condition. Six cylinder.
$1195. Call 489-2595.
1472 FORD PICKUP with
ropper.
1969
Ambassador. Call 753-8487
after 5 p. m.

GREMLIN X, 1973 V-8
power. Good condition.
$1495. Extra nice 1971
Plymouth Scamp.
Automatic, power
steering, 6 cylinder.
$1150. Call 489-2595.

1970
MERCURY
Marauder X100, new
tires. Best offer. Call
753-1842 afternoons and
evenings.

1968 V. W. camper, pop
top, attached 6 man tent
and awning. Equipment
in excellent condition.
Mechanically sound.
$350. Call 753-1880.
1972 TORINO. Extra
sharp. Low mileage.
New radials. Loaded
with extras. Call after 4
p. m. 753-6210.
MONTEGO
1973
BROUGHAM,air, 44,000
miles. $1850. 1973 Capri,
loaded, $1800. Call 7533833.

1967 JAGUAR XILE for
sale. Low mileage, mint
condition, lack of
storage space, also 1985
Mustang, 260 V-8, ex1471 V. W.SUPER Beetle.\ cellent condition. Fast
57,000 mile& Call 753becoming a collector's
6424 or 753-7356.
item. Phone 753-1722.
•
SAVE
NOW
FREE
29 NILE
DELIVERY

EE1‘•
Call

End Of The Season

Sale
Joke Deere Tractors
80.P.thru 14 H.P.

1863
FORD
CUSTOMIZED van,
mag wheels, 8 track
stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
1476 FORD F-100 Ranger
KLT, AM-FM stereo,
Onwer steering and
brakes, air condtioned,
automatic transmission,
8,000 miles. Call 7537304.

E. Mai

Murray Supply.
Co., Inc.

753-3361

.1

1. Services Offered

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

MOTOR HOME - 1974
Explorer 224. 360 Dodge
motor. Sleeps 5. Fully
.felf contained. 31,000
actual miles. Call 7531532.

BOB'S
HOME
IMPROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry,
painting, cement work
Call 436-2502.

111' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
•

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing Jobs done?
Then call 753-0614.

K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers.

AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED
hodsekeeper,
babysitter. Phone 7531387.

Ans. You can make money by gathering up aH those unwanted and
unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for
sale.

2. How can you save money?

Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale
that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to
sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are yeNirAn& You can prove that you are good in business by runnbig your business
advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of October. Every fourth
day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost
of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts.
If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled
for Ockober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4: Whatare the details ofthis sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive days.

J.-No changes will be made in copy.
- Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad !is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
•

one of
ciund.

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1.
3

lotal
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MON% There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on'your busine4 advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.,..„

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

•

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
ROY
itifillION'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Cell 753-4124, South -4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
WATER WELL cleaning
and repairing. Call 7535743.

I /I S. Ifis Stew

norm

For **able weld and
/11141 Mar
Factory Approved

EXPERIENCED
PAINTING,interior and
exterior by the hour or
job. Free estimates. Call
753-8343.

Aeartrle Service

LAKELAND
CON
STRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

I. Senntes Offered

1.974 MONITOR 24', sleeps
6, air conditioned,
awning, carpet, self
contained, like new.Call
7537.7.104._.

1. How can you make money?

tems,
marsmall
milk
ough
ties,
at, litdoor
ker,
tools
bles,
reeze,
loner,
hand
• with

lurches
Jewelry

51 Services Offered

Si. Services Offered

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

Aielake_Money By Saving!

Pen-

DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 7535429 after 4 p.m.

*REMEMBER THE PAY5 WHEN OUR
G6EST PROt3LEM HERE AT:THE PLANT
WAS 11-1E CRANK HANDLE."

50 Campers

1472 FORD GRAND
TORINO Sport, Power
steering, air, F.M.
stereo tape, 40,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Phone 527-9959.

WILL
DO
HOUSEKEEPING 3
days a week, have experience and referen°es, and-or, will do home
addressing for local
firms orpublic. Call 7537694.

TREE TRIMMING AND
removal. 10 years experience. Call 436-2294.

Z-7

7:10

51 Seih,ito Ottertc

PAINTING, cabinet
finishing, sheetrock
finishing, texture
ceiling. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2658.

GLASS REPLACEMENT
work
for
homes,
automobiles,and stores.
Complete
line
of
mirrors, glass shelves
and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors
and windows repaired or
replaced.
Pjus
aluminum store
Mobile/-iervice.
frontwk.
Free estimate. M and G
Comple/tre
Glass,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Call 753-0180.

1=111

'100 over cost

S731.

t41:
1s

1973
PLYMOUTH
SEBRING PLUS. Black
on black, buckets, power
steering, power brakes.
ET dish mags. Call after
5:30 489-2604.

431114.410111p.FIroneiL tooi•y to also. Mobil* bows

Wios,
osperts, offices. Boy tios Bost for Loss. LAKTOI.BUILT POTABLE BUILDINGS 753044.

51 Sefores Otte,ed

1871 PONTL4C Grand
Prix, A-1 shape, good
condition. $1900. Call
753-8904 or 753-2414.

1972 FORD PICKUP. Call
436-5366.

18'71 OPAL 2 door coupe,
automatic and air, good
condition. $850. Call 7539189 or 753-8124 afte 5.

Another View

49.Used Cars & Trucks

1970
MAVERICK
Grabber, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. $625. Call
753-0974.

311E 31E"

CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569
for free survey and
estimate.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt
efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,75143605,
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5. 436-2476.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per you
specifications.- Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free esttnate.

CEDAR POINT
Furnished Lakilreet*WW1

Furnished Lakefront Cottages
LAKEFRONT LOTS.

Lakeview Lots

Lake Access Lots

Auction
Saturday, October 9th

at 10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: Approximately
three miles from Aurora on
the main body of Kentucky
Lake. Turn at the Masonic
Lodge in Aurora and follow
the Auction Signs.
The property has been surveyed, platted, staked and
flagged.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
porch
and
patio
awnings, car porches
and roofs pealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m.
•
Jack Glover.

INCLUDED IN THIS SALE: 1
four-bedroom cottage .with
fireplace, central heat -EMIair; 2 two bedroom cottages; 1 two bedroom A.
frame; one tri-plex (ideal
partnership cottage) and the
former offi:e building which
has three bedrooms and a
huge den. All are on
lakefront lots.

•••••.

•••••

.4

C)

/

CERAM/4C
TILE
bathrooms, 'Quarry,
slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call Mate
Hamilton 753-8500.

•

0

DRIVEWAYS
GRAVELF:D,wlll haul
all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of. sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bury Trucking.
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
GENERAL RACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. call 4362306.

10 WEEK OLD KITTENS, 3 black, 3 smoky
blue. Call 751.3994.

MILWOZING, prompt
- -dependable service..
Three bull dozers to
serve
you.
Free,
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
KIRBY CARPET OWE
clean rugs of all kinds. e,.:L W.Lyons 4744-2264.
In business, homes, and
institution rugs come CARPET CLEANING
clean
by
steam
experienced, very
cleaning.
Free
reasonable rates,
estimates. 24 hour anreferences,
free
swering service, 500
estimates. Quick drying.
Maple 753-0359.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and hackhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586. "

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
Wilson
put
and
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.
Colors
also
patio
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 4274425.

BLACK AND WHITE
female. cat about 7
months old. Unusual
markings. Very friendly
and gentle. Call 753-4783.

Murray Supply
Co. Inc.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

INSULATION blown inby
SEARS save on these!
high heat and cooling,,,
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

FREE -Two four month
old mixed breed pups.
Black with floppy ears
Gentle and affectionate
Being cared for by
Humane Society. Call
753-7869.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6780
'day orixight.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at .753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

14
FOOT
TRUCK:
Available for hauling to
Detroit. Mich., On
Friday, October 1st. Call
753-5526.

PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old
work, with years of back
experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.

ALSO AT AUCTION: Three aliuninurn
miscellaneous merchandise.

•

ALSO INCLUDED Alti: two
choice lakefront lets and
eight lakeview and lake access lots. Property owners
ossoiciation will have the use
of a beaclyorea, boat launa
clang ramp and boatdo&
with tea boat slips.

fishing boats; large chest type

er, refrigerator, and other

•

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Ivy now, rise year cottage for several season owl sell at
• profit. This is the first opportessity to bay property of this goofity and location on Itorrtecky Lake in
awry years. Cedar Point ha; one of
His most spectecular views sa Eriatacky Lac

Open House**"10 a.m. to 5 p.m. October first through eighth.
TERMS: 20% down, balance with delivery of deed.
POSSF-SSION: With delivery of deed.
DON'T MISS THIS BIG AUCTION OF CHOICE LAKEFRONT
PROPERTY.CIRCLE
YOUR CALENDAR AND ATTEND THISSALE.
"Free drawing for two aluminum fishing boats"-

BILL JAMES & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Roaltors & AuctIono•re
Bowling Orson,K y.
502-781-2672

DONALD R. TUCKER, REALTOR
Chuck Shuffett, Listing Agent
Murrary, Kentucky
502-753-4342
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Amount Paid By Medicare
Beneficiaries To Hospitals
Boosted Record 13 Per Cent

Morehead To Interview
Successors For Doran
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — developed under President
Four men will be interviewed Doran's
outstanding
later this week by a Morehead leadership," Cassity said.
State University search
committee as possible successors to retirir.g university
president Dr. Adron Doran,
who is retiring Jan. 1.
Lloyd Cassity, chairman of
14181_1's Presidential Selection
Committee, said the four men
were chosen from 124 apThe graveside rites for
plicants and nominees. One of
the four will become Summer Elizabeth Reaves,
Morehead's eighth president, two days' old infant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred David
Cassity said.
"The committee has spent Reaves of Lithonia, Ga., will
considerable time screening_ be held today at three p.m. at
the list of candidates and we the Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Dr. William P. Muffins, Jr.,
have unanimously agreed to
invite these four individuals to .will officiate. The body will be
be interviewed on campus," taken to the Story's Chapel
United Methodist Church
Cassity said.
. The interviews will be where friends are calling from
conducted
Friday
and one to three p.m. prior to the
Saturday and all 10 members services. The Max Churchill
of the selection committee will Funeral Home is in charge of
the arrangements.
participate, Cassity added.
The little girl was born
The four finalists for the job,
September 25 at Egleston •
Cassity said, are:
—Dr. 'William H. Capitan, Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., where
43, acting president and she died on September 27.
academic vice president of Survivors are her parents, her
West Virginia Wesleyan grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
College, Peickhannon, W. Va. Arvo Reaves and Mr. and
He received his doctorate Mrs. Gene Butler, all of
from the University of Evansville, Ind., and her
great grandparents, Mr. and
Minnesota.
—Dr. Patrick 0. Copley, 43, Mrs. Audrey Reaves of Hazel
dean of the school of education Route. One and Mrs. Eula
and psychology at Southwest Sellers of Benton.
Missouri State University,
Springfield, Mt. He received
his doctorate from Arizona
State University.
—Dr. Morris L. Norfleet, 45,
acting interim president and
vice president for research
Funeral services for Paul
and development of Morehead
of 621 Broad Street,
Edwards
State .University. He obtained
his &to-orate at Purdue Murray, will be held Friday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
University.
—Dr. Williani P. Turner, 46, Max Churchill Funeral Home
vice president for ad- with Bro. Jonathan Kimbro
affairs at and Bro. James Rhodes ofministrative
Fairmont State College, ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
Fairmont W. Va. Turner White as organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Aubrey
received his doctorate from
Eldridge,
Terry Wilson,
West Virginia University.
Cassity said after the four Montell Paschall, Charles
men are interviewed, a Paschall, David Cunningham,
recommendation will Le made and Rick Adair. Burial will be
to Morehead's Board of in the Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Regents, which will appoint
funeral harm.. A
Doran's successor.
Mr. Edwards, age 63, died
Doran has been president of
Wednesday at 7:45 a.m, at the
Morehead State for 22 years.
"We are deeply'impressed Murray-Calloway County
by the caliber of our ap- Hospital. He moved to Murray
plicants and certainly feel it is in 1972 after retiring in 1971
evidence of the university's from General Motors, Ponfie reputation which has tiac, Mich. Born May 18, 1913,
in Stoddard County, Mo., he
was the son of the late John L.
Edwards and Rosie Adeline
Harris Edwards.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ernistine Hurt Edwards,
Murray; -daughter, Mrs.
Oscar (Marbath) Shelton,
Pontiac, Mich.; tsyo Sons, Ray
Edwards,. Raleigh, Mo., and
Gerald Lovins, Pontiac,
Mich.; sister, Mrs. Paul
(Mildred) Hyslop, Bloomfield,
Mo.; three brothers, Michael,
Dexter, Mo., Marvin, Pontiac,
Mich.,
and
Clarence,
Bakersfield, Calif.; ten
grandchildren.

Funerals

Services Today For
Reaves Daughter

The new McDonald's on N. 12th Street was selected by the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club for the September Yard of the Month Landscape Award.
"M" sign with three
The focal point of the business landscaping is the golden Art
zalea, and liriope. A
jiuniper,
dwarf
plantings
of
blue
flag poles. These are set among
brown rock mulch base covers the ground. Street entrance plant' gs of coloratus yew,
crabapple, Burfordi holly and another variety of yew add to the attractive appearance
of the building. The one-way drives on sides of the building facilitate ease of entrance
and exit to the parking spaces around the building. The small sign and plantings also
mark the exit on 13th Street. Hedges along the north and south property lines are red
barberry interspersed with dwarf Buriordi holly. The ground covering is also brown
crushed rock.

Teacher Exa
Will Be Given nvi,thf
At University

National
Teacher
Examinations (NTE) will be
givp at Murray State
ruversity on Saturday, Nov.
13.
Scores on the examinations
are used by many states for
certification of teachers, by
many school systems for
selection and identification of
leadership qualities, and by
many colleges as a graduation

Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Paul Edwards

r OUR
NEW
STORE

Announces
Arrival
of

Tami
Sports

requirement.
Educational Testing Set.-,
vice, which prepares and
administers the tests, indicates that they are designed
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club selection for September Yard to measure knowledge gained
of the Month was the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Cochran of 1710 Holiday Drivek In professional and general
The French light buff bild with yellow gold trim home is complimented with propor- education and in 27 subjecttioned plantings of varying color especially attractive in the early fall. The thick fescue matter fields.
,
lawn surrounds a formal front bed of blue cypress,
,cotoneaster, blue ring and Margo
Bulletins of Information
pines with five crimson pYgmy bayberries. The east-side front bedbas strap leaf laurel,- describing registration
compacta, and foster holly in a formal bed. The back outdoor-living patio is enhanced procedures ant containing
by.less formal beds of petite. marigolds bordering boxwoods interspersed with registration forms may be
geranium, salvia, and begonias. The color mass creates an Atmosphere of gracious obtained from the Counseling
living. The care of the yard is a family project with the Cochran girls, Malinda and and Testing Center, Ordway
Renee, mowing and clipping the lawns. Charles devotes most of his time to the family Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, or
vegetable garden on the back,rf the lot.
directly from the National
Teacher Examinations,
Educational Testing Service,
Box 911, Princeton, N. J.,
DETROIT — Striking auto pickets at. Ford facilities union spokesman said the 08540.
workers began picking, up there. He was expected to talks still "were coming
their first strike benefit return to the table today.
along."
checks as contract talks
Bannon's two-day excursion
The spokesman declined to
cootinued slowly between the rankled Ford bargainers, who specify topics discussed in
United Auto Workers and the reportedly were upset that he subcommittees, but said the
Ford Motor Co.
was making "politicial" trips meetings did not involve any
"Negotiations should only to picket lines rather than of the key disputes which
be going so well," said a union working to bring the strike to a triggered the coast-to-coast
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volunteer at a Dearborn check rapid end.
walkout by 170,000 hqtirly singing will be held at the
distribution site Wednesday.
A source close to the talks Ford workers Sept. 15.
Dexter Community Center on
So little wa.s happening at said, "With Bannon away
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the bargaining table that UAW from the table, it's unlikely
sponsored by the
Vice President Ken Bannon, anything startling will happen their local union halls Wed- event will be
Club.
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Dexter
checks
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head of • the union's Ford or that any major issue will be
ranging from $40 for a single Supper will be served from,
section, spent the day in the settled."
person to $50 for a worker with 4:00 to 6:30 p. m. with the
Cleveland area, mingling with
UAW President Leonard
plates being $1.25 each,
spouse and family.
a
Woodcock remained in
the checks amounted to a children's plates, sixty cents,
Dearborn for subcommittee fraction of their usual weekly drinks included.
meetings, however, and a take-home pay. Company
The gospel singing will start
officials estimated each of the at 7:00 p. ea. featuring
workers was grossing nearly Brewers, Neighbors, Joyful
$350 a week, including over- Sounds, and Sugar Creek
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Supper And Gospel
Singing Planned

At Dexter Center

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First iff Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:
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Mole-lberty
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Rumble Seal
Jeans
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Dixieland
Shopping Center
Chestnut St.

ducing
'77 Pacer Wagon!

•9 pieces of Kentucky Fried Chicken
• I/2 pint of gravy
•1 pint of potatoes

"They must know they can't
take sluff .away," a 2%year
Rouge plant veteran said,
referring to union statements
that Ford's offers so far would
take away existing benefits.
Dividing the tWo sides at the
time of the strike were
disputes over wages, health
care and layoff benefits,
pensions, job security and a
key union demand for additional paid days off each
year.

1113 Sycamore

Allnew 1977Models
Now Showing
Come by for a Test Drive
Paul Garland is now a salesman at Cain AMC. Paul invites all his many friends and former customers to
come by and see him.

Backed by the all-new
AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN II!

Compare for yourself...

There's more to an AMC

Cain's, AMC,.Jeep,Inc.
' 806 Coldwiter load - 753-6448 - Murray

Evangelist - Thomas B. Warren

Friday, Oct. 1
6:30 P. M.

Saturday, Oct. 2
6:30 P. M.

Sunday, Oct.3

— CORRECTION

9:45 a.m.& 10:40 a.m.

sit

The price on the Apple Pie was
incorrect in Wednesdayl,s paper

•6 buttered rolls

Kentucky fried Ckicken

Come By and Compare with All other Wagons

Gospel Meeting

Zenith

• t pint of slaw

I HIDES LIKE
A PAGER..
WORKS
LIKE A WAGON!

Auto Workers Pick Up First Checks

gibek 41a4ket

Ceej.,

Blueberry
Patch

WASHINGTON (AP) — The'costEl, which have been present $26 daily.
portion of hospital fees that shooting up at more than twice
Post-hospital stays lasting
25 million Medicare bene- the overall cost of living.
more than 20 days in a skilled
ficiaries have to pay out
Medicare covers all hospital nursing home will require
of their own pockets was charges for up to the first 60 beneficiaries to pay $15.20
boosted a record 19 per cent days except for an amount daily for the 21st through the
today by the Social Security which, in theory, represents 100th day, up from the present
Administration. the cost on the day of ad- $13.
The hike, effective next Jan. mission.
Medicare Patients who must
1, means that an elderly or
Under the federal formula be hospitalized more than 90
disabled person entering a designed to balance off in- consecutive days can draw
1977 will be flation, the price of that first upon their one-time-only
hospital
responsible for the*st $124 of — andsupposedly average — lifetime reserve — an extra 60
the initial-till,,coug up to day goes up $20. In fact, days — but will have to pay $62.
two months, compared with however, the computations daily instead of the current
the present charge of $104:`
lag behind actual costs by $52.
Similar increases apply to about two years.
The agency said the cost of
the share of costs that must be
After the patient picks 'up Medi6are hospital insurance
borne by the patient for ex- the first $124 of his bill nexl is expected to rise from an
tended stays in a hospital or year, Medicare will, as usual, overall $13.6 billion this year
skilled nursing home.
pick up the balance through to $16.1 billion in 1977.
Social Security Corn- the 60th day.
About 24.7 million persons
misioner James B. Cardwell
But then further increases are eligible for the benefits
said the increase is necessary apply which, for some this year. They are expected
to keep pace with hospital patients, could prove even, to number 25.3 million next
more dear. They will have to. year.
pay $31 daily out of their own
Social Security said the
pockets for the 61st through average hospital stay now
90th day, up from the costs about $1,600 per patient.

Thomas B. Warren

APPLE
PIE
Southside IGA

Everyoneit Invited

Seventh 8 Poplar
Church of Christ

